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PORTSMOUTH CONFERENCE ENDS IN PEACE, JAPAN YIELDING ALL POINTS IN

DISPUTE-MUC-

H

DISSATISFACTION WITH HOME PEOPLE WHO DEMANDED HUMILIATION OF RUSSIA
IMMENSE DEMONSTRATIONS
' AS SOON AS NEWS IS KNOWN
In

Lobby

of Hotel Wentworth,

PEACE ENVOYS

WHO TODAY

REACHED AN AGREEMENT AT PORTSMOUTH

Some

Where

Screamed For Joy, Men Threw
Hats Aloft
AND WOMEN ACTUALLY WEPT HYSTERICAL TEARS;

'

"

i

v;

;
.

Telegraph Flashed Eagerly Expected News to Every Quarto be Elaborated
ter of the Globe-Tre- aty
This Afternoon.
ARMISTICE

PROPOSED

AT ONCE FOR THE

fee

FORCES

LAND

n:'.t

.

5
-

"v

t

iwft

cording to his counsel, have that right.
To a proud man like w ltte, tao
Portsmouth, N. II.. Aug. 2?.
4
position la insufferable. He is play;
(Official Bulletin.) At the scs- "dog's comedy," he said to a
ing
sion today, August" 29, the peace
triend.
conference agreed by complete
accord on all questions, and it
' "" l
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
has been decided to proceed with '
IS HIGHLY GRATIFIED.
treaty.
of
the
tne elaboration
Oyster Bay, Aug. 29. While Presit.
f
dent Roosevelt had been hopeful that
a peace agreement would be reached,
JAPS CONCEDE ALL FOUR
M. WITl'K, (RUSSIAN.)
BARON KOMURA, (JAPAN.)
OF CONTESTED POINTS. he was surprised it had come today.
arrangeHis belief had been that the
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 29. The ment would not be made probably bepractically
yielded
AGITATORS I ALU
MANILA CHOLERA
Japanese have
fore tomorrow. He expressed great GOVERNMENT Of
They accepted Russia's gratification.
everything.
ultimatum, which carried no indemFOR INDEPENDENCE
CHINA WANTS
TAKES BAD TURN
nity, and a division of Sakhalin, with- HOW TOKIO LOOKED AT
out the payment of any redemption
THE MATTER 1 HIS MORNING.
money. The Japanese also yielded
Tokio, Aug. 29. The opinion of the
all interned Russian war ships and a press is almost unanimous in conTo TaKe Back Hankow Rail- Eleven New Cases Developed Before The Tax Party At
power.
naval
of
limitation
demning the proposal to divide the
of Sakhalin in consideration of
Manila, In Municipal
Wild Scenes of Joy Greet the News. island
During Today Among
road Concession Granted
excitement fol- a monetary remuneration.
A scene of great
lowed the receipt of flie news in the VOICE OF JAPANESE WAS
Building
Natives
Amer.can Ccm.)3ny,
lobby of the Hotel Wentworth. There
AT ALL HEEDED.
NOT
were screams of Joy. Men threw
Tokio, Aug. 29. There has been
HCtimllV
iVinli. linto nlr,ft and
,
.
In tha RhnrA mflr- .leiireMatlnn
'
ADDUCED
NO NEW ARGUMENTS
' .r
P1ERP0NT MO GAN HAS OBJECTED THE DEATHS REACH 1WENTY-FIY- E
:,
wept tor lov. inere was a rusn mr further
A
.7
regarding
rumors
icttng
the
Conf
telegraph offices and in an instant thelet
news was speeding to the most J0. decision of he council of cabinet mlnv'"
""
'
mnto nnrnoio nf thP Pflnn. Al me
Manila, Aug. 29. Marbel ha'.l in- the
Jersey City, X. J., Aug. 29. ConsidManila, Aug. 29. The cholera epiof the emperor Monday,. are keep.
session this afternoon actual elatora' ence
is manifested in the demic has taken a rather unfavorable municipal building was crowded all
erable
Interest
ing
Irritating
an
public
etate
in
tne
tion of the treaty was commenced.
The majority are hop-- , meeting of the board of directors of turn here. Since 8 o'clock this morn- day with the followers of professional
of suspense.
agitation for the independence of tlx
ing for and expecting a rupture. Their, tho Amerlean.China Development
Witte and Roaen Overcome.
have Philippines, who had been Invited by
ing until 6 tnls evening:
.
cry Js: "Don t let victories
Mr. Witte and Baron Rosen went to
l ,f"
"ciu
"
been eleven new cases reported among Governor General Wright to air their
the hotel for luncheon. There was a by land and sea end in defeat by
tile natives. The total number or grievances against Insular and federal
wonderful demonstration upon their diplomacy." But it was done, never- Palpal
of the loard of directors Is whether cases treated Bince the outbreak has government before the visiting conarrival. Witte seemed quite over theless.
the lifer of the Chinese government been forty, with deaths numbering gressmen.
come, and could only shake the hands
to purchase the concession previously twenty-five- .
Senator Scott, of West Virginia, actCORRESPONDENTS
that were extended to him. Rosen JAPANESE
Devel- ed as chairman.
EXPRESS DISSATISFACTION. granted to the American-Chin- a
was equally moved. The two plenipo.ie Bpeaners urged the Immediate
Portsmouth, X. H., Aug. 29. The "Pment company for $7,000,000 shall YELLOW FEVER IS SAME
tentiaries have respectively proposed
independence of the Islands. Nothexpress uaiA..yi.suui uui
correspondents
to their emperors the conclusion of Japanese
Under ordinary conditions the ques
AS YESTERDAY ing new developd in the arguments.
an Immediate armistice. The details ereat dissatisfaction over the basis of tion
would be comparatively simple
of the armistice will be discussed this the peace treaty.
Montana Spanish War Veterans.
and the problem would resolve into a
afternoon.
Bozemau, Alout., Aug. 29. The
simple mathematical
New Orleans, La., Aug. 29. Followcalculation of
RUMOR HAS IT THAT THERE
Snanish-Americaof
war veterans
IS SOMETHING BEHIND. the money value of the concessions as ing Is the yellow fever report for toWitte Says It't a Complete Victory.
this state opened their annual reChin
of
day:
compared
with
offer
the
the
ruAug.
A
29.
H.,
Portsmouth, X.
An Associated Press correspondent
existing
New cases since 6 p. m. Monday, 20. union here today. Large delegations
accompanied Mr. Witte to his room. mor is in circulation here that there ese government. Under the
from Butte and other cities are here
problem
is
conditions,
however,
Total cases to date, 1,808.
the
gome
is
secret
understandsort of a
He threw himself into his chair, and
an interesting meeting is piora-ised- .
and
6.
today,
great
complicated,
more
a
Deaths
dea
as.
far
extreaty.
ing
Mr.
Witte
behind the
after a few minutes, rest, he began to
The visitors will be the guests
financial considera
Total deaths to date, 2G5.
epeak slowly and deliberately, almost presses the opinion that some time more than a mere
be
will
of the kx'al veterans and
upon
depends
tion
the
decision
the
of
dewill
required
complete
be
the
to
as if he was talking to himself.
royall yetnertained.
Tournament.
Golf
Lenox
board.
approximate
the
"1
tails. He does not
"It seems incredible," he said.
years ago the American-ChiMass., Aug. 29. The
Pittsfleld,
don't believe any other man In my period, but it is apparent that several eseSome
Development company obtained tenth annual tournament for the Len- MEAT FAMINE RAGES
possiweeks will probably elapse before the
place would dare hope for a
bility of peace on tne conditions to treaty Is ready for the final signa- - valuable concessions for the building ox and Berkshire cups opened here
THROUGHOUT GERMANY
of a rnilroad from Hankow through this morning on tne links of the Lenwhich we have Just agreed. From tures.
the central and eastern part of China. ox Golf club. The entries are very
all sides, from President Roosevelt
Association The cc mpany built a railroad between numerous and among them are the
down to my own friends In Russia. I,A'!ri"n Anthropological
Aug. 29. The price of meat
lanclseo. Cal., Aug. 29- .- or Hankow and Canton, a distance of names of many crack players of this In Berlin,
received up to the last moment, even he&an
has risen to almost fammr,.-nflrsttime in the annals of the about thirty miles. Since then prac- state, besides the Lenox, the Berk- ine Germany
'
t
hi
rates. The advance is due to the
i ii (111
nothing
tically
cups,
has
done.
The
been
Q.""'i
are
.Mi.
nuiuivjiutuhivai
there
Paterson
shire
and
iinni.
the
that something should be paid to lits annual meeting is held west of the Chinese government has repeatedly many
closing the frontiers
regulations
minor prizes to be contested against Kussian meats and American
,
,
japan.
; ,
j i.
company
urged
to
line
the
extend
its
opened
this
tournament
for.
The
"
At this point Mr. Witte almost lost
"
proProminent and avail itself of the rights and priv morning with an eighteen hole medal tinned goods. Butchers in ail the the
wi,,h ? larRe a,ten,,a',ce
control of himself. After a short scientists,
among them being Prof. ileges vouchsafed by the concessions. play for the Lenox cup. On the last vinces, after ineffectual appeals to yes,t.r. i,
minister of agriculture, resolved
hole terday,
"The Japanese wanted to take onr' 1 wr 1utnanl- - tne president of the but nothing came of it. The Chinese day of the month the thirty-siwith municipal authi
xi.
v
cup,
will
president's
mat
handicap
for
"""inaiwu,
.nn.
is
inion,
KuvemniMi
evuicii
anxious
i ,o,
ui.
the
china
i.
naf
nt
orities, to appeal to the emperor, re
university;
Dr.
A.
Heidllcka,
van!
of
or
shall
built
railroad
be
be
the
the
that
decided.
limit
sented. The Japanese wanted to
questing his Intervention on behalf of
Nat'"nl museum in Washington; American-ChinI'veiopment compa
our naval power In the far east and ,,le
the lower classes.
MacCurdy, of Yale uni- - y shall live up to its contract with
I have not consented.
The Japanese li,'orK Grant
WOOL MARKET IS
L,r- - G" BG,rtlnn.
f Pbtla - the Chinese government.
an
It
made
ers't':
1
reimburse-Indemnity
or
wanted war
RAILWAY AND THE
ment for the cost of the war. aye. they (le,l,hia museum; Stewart Culln, of offer of $7,imio,imm) for the abanflou- QUITE SATISFACTORY
COUNCIL ARE GUILTY
or
"
ment
V,1
concessions.
consent-its
not
I
"Lllule, N- demand4d it. and have
Dr.;
Aug. 29. The coronthe
i
suspected
strongly
was
Mont..
?'1,c
It
,KnKlt'00('.
that
ile;l.?f
Butte.
Japanese
Chinese
wanted the
The
mu-- ! offer of
of
American
"iwler,
tho
was
tlark
government
a verdict Ir connecWool
29.
Jury
Aug.
Chinese
returned
buH
Boston,
transactions
er's
the
Harbin,
railway
of
south
Eastern
een a
tho collision I gave fiiem only that part of the rail- - s,'um of natural history In Xew York; made not so much to stir the company have been heavy the past week, at tion with
&
C.
j
sur-ethnological
of
Tout,
concesa-soutButte,
the
a
cause
Sales
notably
firm.
as
car
the
to
were
activity,
and
prices
which
into
street
troops
now
In
possession
their
of
road
many
of
of
nigh
corpora-wanteotners.
Canada
and
on
vt''
8,O(i0,U0u
t'.e
freight
granted
pounds.
train
an
American
to
are
ions
at
Pacific
estimated
Japanese
The
Chautafu
of
Tnp
will last until August, tion to revedt to the government.
rsons lost
August 2Hth, in which t '
the island of Sakhalin, and I , uun meeting
am r aujourniueni uie mem - which since the exclusion of the ant
their lives and u scoi v. . re injured,
Soldiers' Field Day.
refused It aureeine. however, at the
Inlast moment, to cede the southern "t'rs wl" vls,t ,lle Portland exposl- exclusion agitation, which led to a
Fort Snelling, Minn., Aug. 29. An that the railroad coiiip.:;iy failed to
boycott, has shown a rather vindica- unusually large number of entries stall gates at ii croning. The city
lialf, and then only because I was com - .tlon
tive spirit against Americans in gen- have been made for the various ath- council was held l lineiit for failing
.
man.led by my sovereign to yield, and
eral.
obeyed. Not only do we not pay so
CAR LOfcS
letic contests which will be tho prin- to compel the railway to put in gates.
J. I'ierpont Morgan anil the other cipal features of today's military field
murh as a kopec, but we obtain half of
No Pools, No Races.
Sakhalin, now in their possession. At
IN 10 SlONt LUKdIMj American capitalists, standing behind day of the troops at this fort. The
Development com- program Includes a luu yard run, a
the American-ChinAkron, Ohio, Aug. 29 The races,
this morning's session, I presented my
pany, fully recognize that an abandon- 22U yard hurdle with ten flights, 3 under the auspices of the Akron Trotniitit'ii ii upwMi ioiit w nil a wrto my j I ns Angeles, Cal.,
29. A run- - ment of the concessions at the presii u iiuai um.
feet and six inches high; throwing of ting association, which were to
il was Hccepieu n.v iue away electric, car on the Los Angeles ent
time will cause serious Injury to a base ball; putting the sixteen-pounhere today, have been abandoned,
today..
early
a"""',
Altne Am,.rran interents in China.
was in the conference room I could i"1'1 I;:u'lti'
shot; wall scaling; an artillery gun in consequence of the fact that S'iier-If- f
crashed
completely
over
and
s
of
thmlsh tlie AlllPrioan stocklu.ld.-rcontest; tug of war, a
ii.
think what had happened. I could furne
Baker and Prosecutor Hagelbarger
cutblng. One passen the company, who bold the majority detachmentrelay
iu o
not anticipate such a great and such a ger the Hone
225 yard
lace and a game of announced that the selling of pools
injured.
was
killed
eleven
and
of the stock, are Inclined to fivor tho
'happy Issue, It was a complete vie- would not be permitted.
mere were about nny passengers arcepi;Uice of China's offer. Mr Mur- - base ball.
tury for us."
on board the car at the time of the Kan an,
some of his fri,.mls sided
accident. The dead man has been wit-tne forpign stockholders, who
CONTRAST WITH TELEGRAM
identified as William D. Irwin, mana - Btrolu.y oppose the sale, it seems
SENT OUT THIS MORNING. iner or tne ruuniiam niscu.i compuny.
j,esldeut Hoosevelt. with whom
Portsmouth, N. II., Aug. 29. When
r
Mr. Morgan had a iong interview on
The
Match.
the peace envoys started for the convestt,r,,av;
Mlljj(l(.f
opposed
(h
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 29 Kvery- - ft,
ference loom today there was a recBnrt ,hp hoard of directors
HAS
ognition on both sides that the de- tliir,g is in readiness for the fiKhtJie wa!t ,.ttl0l, together to consider the
x i..- cisive hour In the fate of the confer- it-emm
every
"one
point of view. It
from
Hellion
ence had come.
geiaiii, which win come on before tne n,.stin
asst.ne,j that the Chinese
)as
j om aici arey emu or uiis city
Mr. Witte received new Instruc10- governinen' is iieicrniitiea to lane tne
A dispatch to t ne
Denver Rocky treasure vault lies a short distance
tions during the night, reiterating t tie night. Both men are to meet at 135 cone ssions from
the Americans and
her up the chasm. That the place
old. They left him no leeway. Un- pounds at the iiiiKide, and as they. that it will probably revoke them upon Mountain News from (iillfield, Nev., funScotty's
is proved by the presence
says:
ii
should are evenly matched as to weight, the
less the Japanese projKisals
no
company
made
that the
surrounded of numerous location notices, jxisted
in a r .ik ribl.ed cha-n- i,
ultimatum, a conditions are highly favorable for a the cround
meet tho emperor's
carto
a
effort within reasonable time
and bearing his name,
Kiven to President Hoosevelt through spirited tisht. Hanlon lias stated that ry out tho object for which the conces-- : on every side by j.recipltous walls at on the ground
the ext'n uie southern ' nd of theiScotty did everything possible to
Meyer, (no indemnity, he would challenge Iiritt or Nelson,
Ambassador
w
granted.
ere
'ii.!
raio;e, which tkirts on the literate the rail to his mini'. In one
but a cession of half of the Island of should lie succeed in defeating Fitzmile
eaM Death Ya'.'lev, s incited the ms- place be traveled over one-halSakhalin, without money payment gerald.
MADE
BEEN
HAS
SALE
terious Walter Scott's Measure vault. in covering a few yards, piling largo
beyond riiat fur maintenance of Hus-!.ileis in the trail after him.
AND IS SATISFACTORY. ltv tlie merest accident tne location
Racing for the Lupton Cups,
p.isoners, and that involved the
Miles reached Bullfrog this tnorn- San Dietirj, Cal., Aug. 29. The ee- of Scott's rich mine was discovered.;
cession of the Chinese Ka stern railries of yacht races to contest for the) New York. Auk. 29. As a result ot
Sufl'eriiu from tbiiM and hi arly eviing and reported the discovery. Like
way), he considered he had full
over the
T. Mibs waidered to the wibllire the news spread
to reject it flatly without ref- I. Upton cups, which was arranged the conference between the president l.auste.1.h'( W Sr.'.-ta
Immediately,
holds forth when in; Bulllrog district.
spot w re
erence t. St. Petersburg. Witte feels iin ler the auspices of the San Diego an. J. P. Morgan at Oyster Bay
a in pc le began.
outfitted
Hundreds
r
ts
a
home
Development
lay,
ret
Chinese
opened
morning
his
Its
here
lent.
.club,
desert
this
ti
the
himself tied.
cave In the iuca-- . V:i.' apartment and a mad rush 1s now In progress
ideal conditions. The races are pat, y In Id a meeting today and
Unless the Japanese proposal 1his
off Coronado, and among ttie Ii. ii the sale of the Hankow railroad and funiis;jini;s consist f a desk, two to the locality. Il is estimated that
morning shall come strictly witMa
hours the entire
and hath' within seventy-twb.s instructions, lie will, according t" contestants entered for the evi nt are, to China. It may be said that tne ea.-- v chat s, 'in d. ires.-e- r
be
will
country for miles around
tub! Nearby is a spring of water.
'fits views, not only be justified in re several of the fastest yachts of Call-- ! sale was arranged nt the meeting
may lode his
Seotty
The races will occupy three tween the president and Mr. Morgan,
Here Scott y keeps on band food and i staked out.
fusing, but will be compelled "o
numerous cases of champagne. His mine unless he has it securely located.
and it Is satisfactory to both.
it. Diplomatically, he will, ac- - days.
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT: . Whose skillful diplomacy brought peace
to two great nations and crowned his country with undying glory.

APPALLING COST OF THE
FAR EAST

WAR IN THE
(UP TO THIS DATE.)
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SCOTT'S FAMOUS MINE

;

;
Hanlon-FiUgeral-

,

80

BEEN DISCOVERED

,

i
j
i

j

-

n

yes-Yac-

l

rom-unde-

ratl-saile-

:

Russia's expenses (a)
Borrowed
Japan's expenses (b)
1.:
Borrowed

fRussia

Japan

.

Nominal

S0!11,1

E13,001

112,700
28,950.000

,

74,000

(d) 154 'ifi
Nominal

5

None

189 000
)

AZtTr.

12,000

Vessels

(

.....

SS'SJS'SJS

275

Kifle ammunition
Men killed or wounded
Men captured
Men

504,000,000
650,000,000

Army Losses (c)
Guns
Gun ammunltlot; (rounds)
R1ri,lg

-

.

1.000

h) 24

Including decpreciation, estimated, of $230,000,000 on state
(a )
funds. $110,000,000 on shares of municipal banks and $100,000,000 on shares
or rural banks, since war began.
(b) No depreciation In funds reported. Japan's borrowing capacity, ii
anything, improved.
(c) For Russia, big engagements only.
(d) Includes all lost In attacks on Port Arthur,
te) Port Arthur and Mukden.
(f) Makaroff and Voelkersam killed, Rojestvensky and Nebogatoff cap-- t
tired. Enquist Interned.
cruisers sunk or cap(g) inciu(le8 thirteen battleships and twenty-situred, and seventeen vessels Interned.
(h) Mostly transports. Includes two battleships, two gunboats and
few torpedo boats.
js--
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AMERICAN PROPOSES

SEARCH LIGHT ON

PERMANENT

PIKE'S PEAK TONIGHT

A

PARLIAMENT

Brussels, Aug. 29. The
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 29.
congress resumed Its disin
Tonlghi the greatest searchlight
the world will flash tion the west cussion of the American proposition
from the summit of Pike's peak. Pos- for the establishment of a permanent
lioilv.
Pnlint A sessed of twice the power of the lights
'bert
representing
Appony,
Austrlv
ships,
and
great
battle
by
the
can led
built upon a track 120 feet in circum- Hungary, spoke In support of the prinference, with rotating contact, this ciple, but pointed out that the scheme
II
consideration.
marvelous light will fall upon the Kan required mature
s:ate line, the Royal moved that the proposition go to a
Gorge, Denver aud Cripple Creek. Its committee, with instructions to renort
white beacon will carry 280 miles, in three months.
Congressman Richard Bartholdt, of
through the Jagged hill country of the
Missouri, received an ovation when be
Rockies.
accepted the reference to the propoGAVE HIS LIFE FOR
sition of the committee, saying:
RESCUE OF CHILDREN.
"Americans desire the fullest lnTesv
Chicago, Aug. 29. Groping through tlgation into the merits of the Amerthe smoke to the top floor of the barns ican proposition."
Thereupon,
the
of a department store on North Clark proposition was referred to a commitstreet, to rescue four children whom tee of specialists from the parliament
he believed to lie cut oft by the flames, of various nations.
Lieutenant William Mayer, of the
to ROBBED, MURDERED AND
fire department, was suffocated
death by smoke last night.
FOR MONEY.
CREMATED
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 29. Murdered
Iowa Rural Letter Carriers.
ami cremated In a
Des Moines, Iowa, Aug. 29. The an- for their money
they lived, to hldethe
nual state convention of the Iowa 'building w'nere
of the crime, was the fate
Suite Rural Letter Carriers' associa- evidence
of Philip H. Boss and wife, a young
tion opened here today. An interest- couple
who have ben living near
ing program has been prepared, and
Kerrystown, a small place on the
the members will be given an opiior-tunit- Noithern
Pacific railway, in this counto visit the annual county fair.
Ross always kept considerable
Among those who will address the ty.
money in his saloon for the purpose
convention are Bert Chihls, of Ne- of cashing
checks, and this fact bo-- !
vada, Iowa, who will speak on "The ing
known led to the robbery.
Needs of the Carriers," and A. J.
Woods, of Farley, Iowa, who will talk
American Roadmakers Convene.
as
on "Four Years' Kxperience
Port
Huron, Mich., Aug. 29.
rural canler. Among those attending annual convention of the National The
Aa-- j
the convention Is Frank H. Cunning- six iation of Roadmakers met here to
ham of South Omaha, national presi- day for a three days' session. Many
dent of the organization.
prominent members of the national
association are in attendance and an
WIND STORM IN THE
program has been preNORTHWEST RUINS FRUIT interesting
pare. 1. The work of tlie association
La Grande, Ore., Au. 29. The
in arousing public Interest
worst wind storm in the history of consists
to the value of trunk lines of roads
Pulouii county passed over this sec- ami
system of highway.
tion, doing much liamaco to fruit. In Tlie aNewnational
York and Chicago Road assome orchards the whole crop Is prac- sociation
the American road mak- tically lost, whl.e in other sections Ut- crs are and only
the
associations of the
Ripe
ile fruit is left on tho trees.
that are wot king lor trunk
grain fields are also much injured. A country
lines of roads.
dispatch from Warlield.
says tho wlud storm practically ruinTo Decide Liquor Question.
ed the unit crop of eastern. WashingWinchester, Tenn., Auk. 2''. Onco
ton.
more the question as to whether WinLUMBERMAN
MILLIONAIRE
chester Is to be a diy or wet town la
DIES OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE heinxr voted on todav. Tl e temner- Berkeley, Cal., Aug. 29. Samuel S. j unco element hai been very active of
Johnson, a millionaire lumberman, is late and It is quite possible that they
may carry this election.
dead here from Briyttt's diseuoo.
Y-

!

y

i

not Rot away without making
myself more conspicuous than was
necessary,
married yean
'I thought yon wor
since." he said still holding her bands
ami looking down on her with such a
wealth of love In his luminous eyes. One Night
that ilu little meek, almost dowdy
woman In hrown. whom we had re
tarded ns horn old maid, seemed posl
lively to quail before him. "Why did
The Prettiest of
you not marry nun :
' leeaiise 1 felt If
I
might not
Arthur
marry the one that loved me and that
low voice,
I loved." idle said. In a
hut without any pretense at conceal
go
ment, "I would rather
unniairted
to my grave. And afterwards, when
the money went and ruin enme, It did
wag not worth any
not worry me.
thing tlun."
"And that was how long ago?"
"Years and years," she said, with
a sish.
"Wasted years," I heard him answer. And then I made a dive past
the tea table, and heard no more. Hut
the canon's new house In the close
had found a mistress, and all the
ladies in Northtowera wre
out of the running.
could
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All Pastoral
Sidman' -

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 1C and 16 Urant block, over
the Oolden Rule Dry Ooodi Company.
Doth phones. Appointments made by
mall.

1

Play

MONTEZUMA

COMPANY

Edmund J, Alger, D, D. S.
No. 808 Kallrond avenue
Office hour
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to t
p. m. Telephone 4i. Appointments made

"York State Folks"
Is a better play by mall.
OFFICE
CLOSED UNTIL AUthan "Way Down GUST
SR.
East," "David II.
Crews," "The Old
LAWYERS.
Homestead," "The
Daisy Farm," and
Bernard 8. Rodey.
the other pastoral
Albuquerque,
ATTORN
plays.
St. Louis N. M. Prompt attention given to all
Star.
business pertaining to the profusion.
Will practice In ail court of the terriBtatea land
tory
The best rural play office. and before the United
has
ever been
that
put. on the stage.
Ira M. Bond.
,
Phlla." Record.
ATTUHNEY-AT-LAWSi V etreet. N.

Albuquerque, - New Mexico
CAPITAc

AND

SURPLUS

$100,000
((

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

ashlriKton. L. . Pcv.Blone, lantla,
It will outlive them patents, copyrights, oaVlats, letter patnil.
New York ents, trade marks, claims.
W.,

TRUST

V

The Only Way.
Telegram.
There is no way to maintain the
R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
ATTORNEY
health and strength of mind and body
Cunningham
C.
W.
cf
Direction
Office,
M.
N.
national Bunk build
except by nourishment. There Is no
ing.
except
through the
way to nourish
srtomach. The stomach must be kept
50c, 75c and $1.00
E. W. Dobeon.
healthy, pure and sweet or the PRICES:
ATTORNEY-AT-LACrom- Office
strength will let down and disease Seats on Sale at Matson'e Book Store well
N. M.
block,
loss of
will Bet up. No appetite,
m.
9
a.
at
29,
Tuesday, August
strength, nervousness, headache, conJohn H. Stlngle.
stipation, bad breath, sour risings,
ATTORNEY-AT-L.ABuite 18, N.
rifting. Indigestion, dyspepsia and all
Armljo bulldlnir. Albuquerque. N. M.
stomach troubles that are curable are
Large
quickly cured by the use of Kodol
ARCHITECTS.
GRAND
Airy
Dyepepsia Cure. Kodol digests what
yon eat and strengthens the whole
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling- Rooms
digestive apparatus.
ford, rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Uoth 'phones.
SECOND MANDAMUS SERVED
Reasonable
BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
AGAINST SANTA FE COUNTY
T-LAW.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Altuii-jerque-

fttttltitlttl(tllUt.

I

I CENTRAL
HOTEL

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Esti
mates cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone 724; Bhop 111
North becond street, Albuquerque, N. M.

W,

:i

DEPOSITORY

.

(

.:

:

!s

B. A. SLEYSTER

ALBUQUERQUE,

M,

N,

AND

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

FIRST
NATIONAL

C. H, Conner, M. D., D. O.

mil Kielnwort

I

OF

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,
Asst. Cashier:
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E. CROMWELL

PHYSICIAN3.
Osteopathic physician and eurgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
successfully
All
diseases
tieated. Offltce Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

iheiquai'ii old garden which
THE
lay at tho back of our house. I hap-veit
meet '"ie canon at the door
Dr. J. E. Bronson.
IVORTHTOKERS whm h"
I
having just taken
Homeopathic Physician.
a la '.y
her carriage. "We are all
Whiting Rlock.
Room
).
canon," I said.
!r. t
,m,i.i
IT EXCITED MUCH ADMIRATION "li!..r.;'i
year
for
in
the
VETERINARY.
SPECULATION ON THE
AND
McFie last
;rei;'. of that Kind; but my wife in-- .' was f.rarrteil.m by Judi?Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
PART OF THE LADIES.
county
on
authweek
rved
and
the
for
a
;'.
She
red on
nation
Veterinary
sun:eon and dentist.
orities, t niier there two orders of the
M;r,e out of doors."
s iv;1!; g
By John Strange Winter.
Horses, cattle' and nogs treated by
ill thing, to:).
Wo spend court the taxpayers of Santa Fe coun- "A v,- -.
the latest, up to due. approved, sci
to pay 2 per cent addi(Copyright, l'.io:,, by the Newspaper f:, .. run ".in '.i of our time cooped up ty will have
entific methods. Olfice at Trimbles'
Enterprise Association.)
heartily. tioml tax r Ins year and tor every year
j,, .it iinusi s." ,:
(51,1 phone. 3: auto., 122.
stables.
REAL ESTATE,
i:ly. lialia.-.When It. became known in North-- '
lie added, looking at hereafter, until the judgments are liNOTARY PUBLIC
towers that the successor to dear old 1Ul with a fi,ii..:':i:il air. "tin more I quidated. It seems that the mandaCLAIRVOYANT.
your wife the more lucky I mus which was served yesterday was
"Canon Gregory was not only a bach- see
ROOM 5, CROMWELL, BLOCK.
elor, but a man of comparative youth, think you. She is so sensible such issued and should have been served at
Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clair
the time the first order of the court
Autamatic Telephone, 174.
voyant and business medium, 120
being not more than five and forty, a wise little lady!"
' I have always been supremely sat was served last week, but by some
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
the feminine population of the old
place was highly excited; speculation isfied with rnv own luck, canon," I misunderstanding of the court offic
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
ials this was not done. Two cents on
was rile in the old city, and many a replied.
annolntment.
White
Lily
the
Cigar
Jmoke
property
dollar
of taxable
longingly toI had
famlnine eye turned
led ihe way, .as we were the
wards the old house which stood at speaking. Into the , drawing room, amounts to $2 on each $100 and will
FALL TERM.
Much
the extreme west corner of the cathe which opened with long. French win be a heavy burden to carry. (too
Albuquerque Business College Opens
of
dows on to the graveled terrace of more so as there are over $100.
dral close.
Monday, September 4, 1905.
I shall never forget the interest the garden. We were just about to delniquent taxes on the books of the
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanwhich the coming of the new canon step out when he suddenly clutched county.
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
evoked. I nave very good eyesight, mv arm as It were in a grin of Iron
Spanish and Mechanical
and I don't think I ever saw before "Dallas," he said, in a shaky voice,
MERCHANT TAILOR
eo many new bonnets on one occa- "who is that lady?"
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
sion. A good many seats In North-towe- r
"What lady, canon?" I asked, try
113 I 2 W. Rtllroad Avct.
For particulars call or address
cathedral are allotted to un- ing in vain to free myself from the O. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSIAT
NO.
209
RAILNESS
WEST
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
married ladies. They were ail full on grip of his relentless Angers.
ROAD AVENUE.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
that particular morning when the new
"That lady in the brown dress. Who
(Jleckler Block, Cor. Fouith street
canon In residence first made his ap- is she?''
I have opened a merchant tailoring
pearance.
and Oold avenue.
"That? Oh, that is a lady who Is establishment
BALLING,
SIMON
209
Proprietor.
upstairs
over
No.
In person. Canon Ilerlot was the staying with us. Her name is Pallis-te- r
Successor to Balling Bros,
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
very Ideal of a preacher. He was very
ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
Miss Palllster."
patronage of the general, public.
tall, of spare proportions, but muscuTeacher of Piano.
"Still!" he muttered, under his Suits made too
WEDDING
A
CAKE
SPECIALTY
cleaned
order.
Clothes
Commercial Club building, Albuquer
lar, and evidently very strong. His breath. "Margaret Palllster!
1
specific'
pressed
repaired.
The
and
que, after September 24.
face was clean shaven, his skin olive,
she to be here? How come use will not injure the cloth. Ladies'
We desire patronage and we
his eyes dark and luminous, and his you to know her?"
guarantee first class baking
cleaned,
garments
walking
also
and
lutlr thick, smooth and dark, and al"Well, canon," I said, "my wife has
Albuquerque
made to order. Fit guaranteed. 207 S. First Street,
ready plentifully besprinkled with know n her for a very long time. She skirts
Have had 15 years' experience in
grey. His features were refined and was her governess."
intellectual, his expression grave and
"What?" looking at me incredu- this city. Give me a trial.
Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208f2
O. BAMBINI.
Ills smile extremely sweet. He looked lously. "Your wife's governess?"
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
like a great man and he had a voice
"She Is about eight yeais older than TWO TEACHERS FOR
Get our prices before you buy. We
of silver, a voice so full of melody that my wife. She was only a little time
have for a short time a few good
SCHOOLS
ESTANCIA
It was a pleasure to hear him read, with her, but she was governess for
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES brick and frame houses and choice
even one of the driest chapters that years to her young sisters. She often
vacant lots, on easy terms.
The school board of Estancia Torthe old testament contains; a man of conies to stay with us; my wife is rance county, has decided to employ
AT
PRICES.
stops
all
Palmetto
Roof
Paint
great dignity, of superb presence, and ixtiemely fond of her."
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
two teachers this year Instead of one.
leaks.
of undeniable strength and power.
"Margaret Paiiser a governess!" he Miss Sadie Brown and D. C. Morrill .. One gallon Devoes' Paint covers. from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
"Ha Is a charming man!" said echoed, still holding tight to my arm. have been elected to the positions.
per week. This is a good Investment
. . 300 square feet two coats.
Roaey to me one day when he had
hy, man alive, when I knew her
and will double in price In a short
been to conanlt her on some business her father was a millionaire!"
Peculiar Disappearance.
time. We have renters for all classes
connected with a concert which wai "Oh, yes; I know that they were J. D. Runyan, of Butlervllle, Ohio, laid LEATHER, HARNESS; SADDLES, ETC. of buildings, but very few to rent, It
paindisappearance
peculiar
of
his
the
up in iue town; uur wnai very rich; I nave heard her say so,"
wmg
will pay you to list your property
of Indigestion and bullous-nespity he is not married! So thrown I said. "But canon, I am afraid this ful symptoms
,
to Dr. King's New Life Pills, lie
with us. All business
with
away he la now. Why doesn't he has knocked you over, this unexpected says: "They are a perfect remedy for 409 V. RAILROAD AVE us will receive promptentrusted
attention.
constomach;
sour
dizziness,
headache,
marry Mabel Callander? She would meeting. Let me give vow some stipation,
etc". Guaranteed; at all drug-fistbe just a nice age for him, not too brandy. Come Into the dining room."
Price, 25c
young and not too old; she would ap-- i
"Yes, yes, I will have some brandy,
'"I had a running, Itching sore on
predate his position to the very full. You w ill think me very odd. Dallas,
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
I wish I could bring it aliout. I asked but I didn't expect to see Miss Pal-hl- my leg. Suffered tortures.
Doan's
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
the other day why he had never User here today. I have not seen her Ointment tpok away the burning and
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REmarried, and he told me with a sigh for years. I thought she wa married Itching instantly and quickly effected
STABLES.
TRANSFER
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
permanent cure."
C. W. Lenhart,,
that fate had not been very kind to ages since vears ago"
Horses and Mules bought and exchang- as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Mm. Fate not kind to him!" Rosey
"No. she nas never' married. She Bowline Oreen, Ohio.
One
private.
Time:
repeated. "Why, I laughed in his is Miss Palliser still."
Co., and strictly
ed. Address W. l. Trimble
month to one year given. Goods reface. Fate would be kind enough to! I Kave him a brandy and soda; he
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
main In your possession. Our rates
klm If he were kind enough to fate," drank it without a word and sat rest-shBEST TURNOUTS IN
are reasonable. Call and see us be
ended with a wise air.
.ing against the edge of 'the table
THE CITY.
fore borrowing.
Yet it did seem as if Fate and Rosey
"Dallas," he said at last, "I feel as
SECOND STREET,
BETWEEN RAILROAD
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
if I had seen a ghost."
bad to do with Canon Heriot.
Steamship tickets to and from all
His first period of residence, that Is
"Something better than a .ghost
AND COPPER AVENUES.
parts of the world.
canon, I said, looking Ktrniiht n
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
him.
315 West Railroad Ave.
"That depends." he replied. Then
PRIVATE OFFICES.
ne suKJii upright, sh:iok himself to
Open Evenings.
gether with an Indomitable gesture of
piide ami resolution, and said in his
ordinary courteous, melodious tones,
STAGE LINE
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
that he was all right anj would go
into the garden.
Carries the United States mail; only
As be went across the lawn to where
Hue with a change of stock enroute;
Rosery s tea table was set. It suddenOFFICE AND FACTORY
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
ly occurred to me that if the sight
Albluuernue every Tuesday and aat- If you arc too fat it is because your food
of Miss l'alliser had so iinnerveil this
412 West Copper Avenue
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, adstrong man, what would be the effect turns to fat Instead of muscle strength.
dress W. I.. Trimble & Co., agents,
of meeting Ciiion lb riot have Uon If you are too lean the fat producing foods
Albuquerque, or J. H. BLOCK, proMiss l'alliser?
However, there was that you eat are not properly digested and
N.M. prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
no d: awing back now. We were al- aisimil&ted.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
ready close to the ladies, and the next
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.
mmiHiit Husey was' greeting him with enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
RAILROAD TICKETS.
her usual cordiality. ' And let me In- people have too much Pepsin and not
Cut Rates.
enough
Pancreatine.
you
mv
troduce
dear friend. Miss
to
For reduced rates to and from all
l'alliser." she sa'd, indicating our vispoints go to Paulsen's
Association
itor by a gesture.
VII
Railroad
Ticket office. Railroad
I
t
"Miss l'alliser and. have nu betickets bought, sold and exchanged.
fore," said Canon
Heriot. "Many
FIRE INSURANCE.
years ago I had the privilege of knowRTAL ESTATE
Turkish Nongme la Pne after a
ing her."
dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
LOANS
I watched them both eaeerlv. I must
confectionery store and Ice
cream parlor.
admit it. I saw the sudden blanch- - contains alt the "digestive Juices that are Automatic Phone 451.
ing of Margaret I'alliser's cheeks, and found in a heaany stomach, and In Room 10, Ni T. Armljo Building.
nocxxxocxxxxxocxcxxxxxx;
the equally uwift return of the blood exactly those proportions necessary to
the stomach and digestive organs
ito them. She rose from her chair, snabls
CO
CURKVILLE PRODUCE
I
put out tier lmnd half hesitatingly, and to digest and assimilate all foods that may
eaten. Kodol is not enly a perfect
isaid: "Vis, It Is long since we met. be
AND
FEED
HAY, GRAIN
tist
you here or d:gestant, but it Is a reconsU-uctivII lin'e thought o
Wholesale and Retail.
sue building tonio as well. Kodol cures
Fresh Meats and Sausages :
today."
WOOL
AND
HIDES, PELTS
Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
I
Mercifully at that moment the Ad- Indigestion, Palpitation
Heartburn,
cf the Heart and
miral Vincent arrived on the scene, Constipation.
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
You will like it
A Specially Fine Line
bringing mo.e visitors, and Rosey's
602 South First Street Both Phones
was
away
attention
taken coinpli tely
"THAT I.ADY WHO IS SHE?"
trom the two who bad nut again In Ditfests
UNION MARKET
to say. three months. was nearly""1111 uniniMaKanie surprise. I ney uia
Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
A. C.
me bini wnere uiey
over. It was beautllul, September:""1
tissues
gives
firm
flesh.
r''"i
and
in.-- .
riRE
tood on u
Ho made no
weather, so soft and balmy, with such
207 West Gold Aveune
INSURANCE.
a clear, blue sky overhead, that Hosey pretense of l.iw.iiuj; bis voice; I Umm M Bck m lb
rftvorrsf 1 O.I Witt
Secretary Mutual Building
who always preferred to be out of1,1,lir,l tvery word tbal he said, and
BOTH RHOMKB
oCfcleoltlJ
Ott;e at J. C Haldrldge'g
doors rather than In, had arranm-- on ' rouUl mt help it fu I was wedged In
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yard.
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by
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For
between
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CANON OF

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EV.ERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
80LICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

.

Rates

MM

MRS. FRANK OII.TlfCKT. Cl.I'VEI. AND, O.
She is the young matron who w.--.s pinched by a master in a street
car and swiftly came hack at him with a pummeling that lett him so grog-- r
Mrs. Gilbert is a for
nearcelv able to craw l off the ca
thai ho
mer school teacher. Her prowess is the result of daily exercise with a
punching bag.

BANK

46-4-

second mandamus at the Instance
-M
attorneys
T7of Spies and Davis,
for
ChapS.
II.
Coler and Ellerton
Bird
man, New York bankers and owners
of two judgments against the county
THIRD STRUT
of Santa l'e, for de inquent. coupons,
which
judgments were obtained by
them September 24, lfion was yester
day served on Arthur Seligman, chair
man of the board of county commissioners of Santa Fe county, directing
All kinds of fresh and salt
the board to assemble between now
and August 1 and to levy another tax
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.
of ten mills on the dollar for the payinment of this judgment, which with
terest, amounts to 7."i.'.'4. It will be
re'iteinbered that one maui!aiius directing that ten mills on the dollar for
ptynienl of one of these judgments, MASONIC BlILDIING, IN. TRIED ST
amounting w'tli inter st to ?'.i."2!,
A

THE

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, 1250,000.09

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Paid-u-

M.

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
Presldant
FRANK McKEE,
Cashier
W. W. WOODS,... ..Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

;
i

ri'-l;e-

,

j

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

THE

STATE

NATIONAL

BANK

OF VT.BUQUKRUUE
CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

MARRON,

O.

J.

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

Standard

The

PIONEER BAKERY

D. A.

PLUMBING AND

How-come-

N. PEACH

& GO.

Thos. F. Keleher

BED-ROC-

ri

s,

HEATING CO.
I.

H. COX, Manager.

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.

COLO.Ct.

TiHiniiiiimiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiixni,
ESTABLISHED

'OLD RELIABLE"

W.LJrifflWe&Cc Money to Loan

P UTN E Y
WHOLESALE
Carrie

Two Contractor and Builder

r Dyspeptics

ALBUQUERQUE,

Kodol
Dyspepsia

and

GROCER
Provisions.

the Largest and Most extensive Stock ot
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons

i

A. W. HAYDEN

Grain

Flour,

e

i

1878

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N-

-

M
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CEMENT SIDEWALKS
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which JustiOur prlcee will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition.

Rankin & Co,

N

AUTOMATIC P1IOXK 711

Cure

TRY OUR

St.

What You Eat

WALKER,

College

SANTA FE, N. M.

nu-e-

;

Michael's

The

Forty-Seven- th

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905

I
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f

BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

TUESDAY, AUG. 29,

AT.nUQUEKOUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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Lots in the Eastern

Highlands

Addition

$f50r Q2G0 PER LOT
On the Installment Plan
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Thomas McCaulcy, of McCauley

With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have-th- e
Best. A Range Is either
e
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."

this morning that the "Yellow Kids,"
the Windmill city's ball team, had
lully decided to come to the territorial fair and ty tor a piece of that
$l,5oo the fair association is offering
The
lor the base hall tournament.
"Yellow Kids" are the only aggregation of wholly home grown material
in the territory, yet they have shown
themselves to be the right kind of
stuff, and Mr. McCauley says that it
is dollars to doughnuts that they will
come in for a snare of the base ball
money at the fair.
v

eye-sor-

J. D. EMMONS
(Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Corner Coal and Second.

&

Co.)

Although the La Vegas Blues seem
to have been playing winning ball, the
score sheet shows that they have
been playing very loose ball. In
Saturday's game with Clifton, the
Blues maile eight errors and in Sunday's game with the same opponents,
they made six trrors. This kind of
ball won't get any money at the fair,
and 'the Mcln toshes should also take
cognizance of this fact. Six errors
lost ihe game at Santa Fe on Sunday.
nl-s- o

eastern rannes have grass from 12 to
18 inches in height.
Large shipments of fruit peaches,
pears, plums, early app.es, nectarines
and mission grapes continue from
the Pecos and Rio Grande valleys,
and generally throughout the territory there is an abundance of fruit, with
excellent promise of the late crop.

HEROISM SAVES HIM
FROM PROSECUTION

Olsen, Charged With
Fraud, Saved Santa Fe
Soothing and Cooling.
i
The salve that heals without a scar
la De Witt's Witch Hael Salve. No
Official's Life.

C. C.

I

remedy effects such speedy relief. It
Inflammation, soothes,
draws out

J
I

INCIDENT

HAPPENED

Si
V "SA X"
the only
diseases. DeWitt's

AT LAS VEGAS
'

skin
Chicago, Aug. 29. C. C. Olsen, the genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
deof counterfeits, they are dangerous,
youth who is alleged to have
lrauded the Santa Fe and other roads Sold by all druggists,
'
out of several thousand dollars' wortn
APPLE
of transportation, owes his freedom
CROPJN NEW MEXICO,
from prosecution to the gratitude felt
by W. 13. Jansen, assistant to Presi-- j
T))e appe crop of New j,exlco
dent E. P. Kipley, of the Santa te
i. u
iinan ,,,,.!
road, whose life Olsen may have estimated this year will amount to!
,
aeu a jen uku.
naif a d0J!,.n boxeg of fifty pounds
Mr. Jansen and his son were spend-- . t,a,.h( for which from twQ to two and
egas,
N. M., one-hal- f
ing a few daVs at Las
cents per pound are being
the company formerly main-- , celved iMcklng commenced todav in
tallied a large sanitarium. Olsen was tl)e b,R Hagerman orchard near
as a private stenographer and wt.l, which aIone wm Bh,
g0 (100
one day all three went swimming. Mr. boxes, all to western Texas points.
Jansen jumped from a spring board, The rema!n(1er of the valley will pro-ancatching the rings above, turned (llre 50 noo boxes
A somersault and dropped in to the;
The Espanola valley will ship
He wrenched 000 boxes, mostly to Colorado mining
feet foremost.
his knee out of joint and when he camps and to Santa Fe, and the
the water he was almost help- - U(,lle vatIey wlI1 snip 20.ono boxes,
less with pain. When Mr. Jansen dis- - .mostly to New Mexico, Kansas and
appeared in the water Olsen realized Missouri points. The San Juan val-hi- s
employer's danger, and sprang to i,.v wiu Bnop 8n.000 boxes, mostly to
his assistance. Before he could reach Denver and Chicago wholesalers,
Mr. Jansen the latter was well on the ..,(
ti,
mifav nm.ntv nnrt ntw
way to a point where he could save orchards will ship 70,000.
This is
ropes,
by
grasping
himself
the
the largest yield of apples on record
I
"Just before
had reached the in the territory.
ropes," he said, In telling about the incident, "Olsen was there and had me TWO ARIZONA WOMEN
under the shoulders, ready to drag me
NARROWLY ESCAPE DEATH.
out. I do not think, I should have
.1.
asmy
Y. and William Lee
come
Mesdames
drowned had he not
to
sistance, but the effort to save my life met with, quite an accident Saturday,
was an honest one, made in the be- says the Holbrook Argus. When relief that I was drowning. My opinion turning to Woodruff Just after the
Is that the boy who has the heart to heavy rain they drove into an arroyo
risk his life for another, cannot l running bank full, and the current
thoroughly bad, and I believe there is carried the wagon down stream,
ped it over and drowned one of the
a chance for Olsen."
Mr. Jansen stated that Olsen had horses. The wagon was loaded with
been discharged, but it is understood supplies, which were cariied away by
in the office that he w ill not lack the water. Both ladies escaped
if he makes au effort to
The accident occurred about a
mile from Holbrook. The loss will
deem himself.
a mount to 1200.
WELLS FARGO MAN AT
HOUSTON GOES TO DENVER
WRONG SORT.
C. L. McKenzle, assistant superinPerhaps Plain Old Meat, Potatoes and
tendent of the Wells, Fargo Express
Bread May Be Against You for a
company's southern division, at HousTime.
ton, Texas, has been promoted to the
Colorado-NeMexico division, headA change to the right kind
food
quarters in Denver, vice T. H. Young. can lift one from a sick bed. 0A lady
V. L. Selieck, route agent, with head- in Welden, 111., says:
quarters at Fort Worth, takes McKen-zie'- s
"Last spring 1 became bedfast with
place at Houston.
severe stomach trouble, accompanied
by sick headache. I got worse and
worse, until 1 became so low I could
GRATIFYING RFPORT OF TERscarcely utain any food at all. al-- .
RITORIAL CROP CONDITIONS though I tried every kind. I had be
come completely discouraged and bad
Aug. 29. High given up all hope and thought I was
Santa Fe, N. M
'
lemnerat ures atrain nrevaiteil diirliic doomed to starve t. jte.-irtill nnp
the last week, giving an average of! 'lay my husband, trying to find some- about seven degrees daily above iior - iinng 1 could retain, brought home
Light iocal showers occurred some Grape-Nuts- .
mal.
"To my surprise tho food airreed
the latter part, but were insufficient
for general relief from 'dryness and with me. digested perfectly and with
more rain is needed. Streams are out distress. 1 began to gain strength
at once, my flesh, which had been flabvery low throughout the territory.
In the higher northern districts har- by, grew firmer, my health improved
vesting continues, but is nearing com- 111 every way and every day. and in a
pletion. Thrashing is iu prores aud very few weeks I gained J.wenty
a few reports mention shrunken grain, IHMinds in weight. I liked Grape-Nutbut generally good yields of good qual- so will that for four months I ate no
ity are obtained. The harvesting of other food, and always felt as well
lieaus and peas is also advancing and satisfied after eating as if I had sat
late fie. ds are maturing rapidly. Hay- down to a fine banquet.
"I had no return or the miserable
ing continues.
The heat has had a tendency to ma- sick stomach nor of the headaches,
ture corn rapidly and the outlook for ti.at I used to have when I ate other
tho crop is good, even the upland tood.my I am now a well woman, doing
own work again, and feel that
fields ami eas'.eru border counties de- all
pendent entirely upon rainfall give lile 1s worth living.
'Grape-Nutfood has been a godpromihe of giKid yield. Alfalfa, except
fur damage by grasshoppers, con- send tu my iamily; It surely saved my
tinues to do well and the third cut- life and my two little lMlv.s have
ting is progressing slowly in south- thriven on it wonderfully." Name
ern ani south central districts. given by Pcstum Co., Battle Creek,
Should normal conditions continue a .Mich.
There's a reason.
fourth cutting will no dotftit be obtain'
Get the little book, "The Uoad to
ed. Hange grases continue good Bnd
fctock is in excellent condition. Some Wellvtlle," iu each pkg.
Is

REC0RD-BREAKIN-
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After having drawn a blank for six
weeks, the suppoiteis of the Mcintosh
Browns will have a chance next Sunday to see them at work on the home
grounds. Santa he has promises two
games, one Sunday and one Monday
Labor Day. Sanm Fo has also prom
ised to send an excursion of at least
5uo people on Labor Day, which will
lend some to the lire of the occasion.
It will then be up to Albuquerque to
reciprocate
the cordiality extended
them on the occasion of last Sunday's
pilgrimage to the caplal.
The following is a dispatch to the
Las Vegas Optic from Santa Fe on
the result of Sunday's ball game:
In the presence or over 1,000 people the rejuvenated Santa Fe team
walloped the life out of "Der Macintosh Browns." an erstwhilo hall
team from the Duke City. Kip Starr
was uaiieu out or the box.
The fans will notice by The Citizen's score sheet of the Santa Fe
game that all of the eriors, which lost
the game for the Duke City bunch,
were made by the imported mateiial,
which has nothing to do but prac
tice.
The Traction Park" comnanv will
clean the ball grounds during this
weeK tor tne series with Santa Fe
next week. The diamond needs "skinning," and the field needs to be
mowed.
YESTERDAY'S

FACT

American League.
At Cleveland

Women suffering from any form of
female weaknessare invited to promptly
communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lvnn, Mass. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women
ouly. A woman can freely talk of her
private illness to. a woman ; thus has
been established the eternal confidence
between Mrs. Pinkham and the women
of America which has never been
broken. Out of the vast volume of
experience which shehastodraw from,
it is more tliuu possible that she lias
gained the very knowledge that will
help your case. She asks nothing in
return except your good-wiland her
advice has relieved thousnnds. Surely
any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish
if she docs not take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance.
If yon are ill, don't hesitate to get
bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound atoii'o, and write Mrs. Pink
ham Lynn. Mass., for special advice.
When a medicine has been successful
In restoring to health so many women,
you cannot well say, without trying it,
" 1 do not believe it will help me."
l,

Cleveland
At Detroit
Detroit
Philadelphia.
At Chicago
Chicago
Washington
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THE

Dr. King's
Pries

Free Trial.

Sorest and Uuitkeat Cure for all
and LUNG TBOTJB-LXor M0NE1 BACK.

THROAT

BOTTLED

S,

t'",:'lu

lo'

Sioux City
At Denver

j
5'
1

r

THE

GEO.

VISIBLE

TYPEWRITERS
The best

machine
This
no experiment,
hut has been tested
and tried, and has
200.000 In use. If
you are Interested
In typewriters call
on or address

FRANKFORT,

i

MELINI

i ZEIGER CAFE: ttttf t.t
terSSVririTYYVITTTrs

V.

should Use

Minneapolis
inneapolis
dunibiis
Public Is Aroused.
The public Is arouned to a knowledge
t iie curative merits of thiit
nir.i-t- .
nl liirilc, Kl.ctric Hitters, for Kr.at
Bli k turn.
mh. liver and kiilm-yaMury II. Walters of 646 St. lalr avenue, Columbus
Ohio, writes: ,4Kor several months 1 was
Sneti up to (lie. I had fever and ague
my nerw-were wiecke.l; I could in.t
sleep, and my stoinseh wns m weak
from UKtlem doctors' ilruvs that I could
not eft. Honn after teKinnlriK to tke
Eltctric Hitters l obtained relief,
a short time 1 win entirely cured." and Ind
at all dru atorea. Price frc
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Proprietors,

FINK RESTAUKANT IN CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines andi"
Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

k EAKIN

AUTOMATIC

Mexico

PHONE

199.

Established

In

1882.

A

HOLLENBECK
Bl LICKS

C.

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCH ELI
S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

F. G. PRATT

&

GO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln & Co' s Coffees,

Granite Flour.

GROCERIES

8tret.

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited
.Free Delivery

Toti

8c

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Rsttaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

New Mexicans and Arlzonlans spending the summer
en the
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excursion
and
beach cars
the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

ps

I

STAPLE AND
FANCY
214 South Second

of

BOTIIE

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
1

it. parent,

At

&

CENTRAL

is verv much like the blossoming c,t h flower. Its beauty and
entirely
peril .lion depend
i:xjii the care bestowed upon

l.xjiectant mothers
should have the tendrrest care.
The v hhould be spared all worry
and kiixiuty. They should eat
plenty of Lrod nourishing food
and t..ke gentle exercises. This
will y it long way toward preserv- ing tuei health an 1 tneir beaety
as well !is that of the little one to
come.
iut to be al Nolutely sure
of a short and painless Ubor they

S, RAMSEY

MttttttttKttltttUUltUI

SOLE AGENTS.

ji

world.

General Agent for
New Mexico.

a

7
9

the

In
Is

11

.Iwaulieo
In diaiui polis

vydl

dJ Bud

DimriLLKRB

5
5

7

WHITE OR BLACK
HEARSE, $5.00

City Undertaker

T. STAGG CO.,

4

j

CLUB BUILDING.

401 W. R.R. Are.

3

American Associa tion.
At Kansas City
K ansas City
L iilisville
At Milwaukee

lo

COMMERCIAL

QUICK EL

Baby's
Birth

A

1

17
3 9

Denver
St. Joseph

II

IN BONO.

4

r. h.
7
5

Bell 'Phone No. 115

CELEBRATED

Albuquerque, New

Western League.
At Omaha
Omaha
Des Moines
At Pueblo

Risidence Auto. 'Phone No. 2PP

No.-31-

BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em bal mer

WHISKEY

S0c$1.00

rORfJ OUGHSand
OLDS

Colo. Phone 93

Am

O. F. C.

h. E.
5
9

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

GEO,

R. H. E.
4

Philadelphia

A'lto. 'Phone

Ice Company

street

It. U.K.
k

Auto. Phono 292.

&

Take Kodol After Eating.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
of indigestion. Kodol Is a thorough
dlgestant and a guaranteed cure for
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
by all druggists.

CURE the LUNGS

R. H. E.

R.

Southwestern Brewery

h, jj.

3

10

Is what we are doing with every
one who tests Its delicious fla- -'
vor and strengthening qualities.
There Is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
this refreshing drink on a warm
day.. It Is not only pleasant to
taste, but Is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartes; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

Employment

AGENCY
Phone 195 Red Upstairs.
110 South Second

"a

Pilsner Beer

KILL the COUCH

1

I'liisuurg

FLOUR.

The Southwestern

--

WITH OUR

WANTED

Wonder why people worry this hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with us. We secure positions as well as find positions.
WANTED.
We are still doing business at the
same number. We want your busl
ness and guarantee to give satisfac
tion. Give us a trial.
WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chambermaid, 2 men to take charge of
houses, 1 man to wash wagons;
teamsters, logmen, swampers, laborers, etc.
FIFTEEN
First-clas- s
carpenters ship to California.
TWENTY
Mexicans railroad work
ship east.

gEaa

i.f

Making a Hit

40

:

Eect razor straps at 25 and
50
Glass cutters, gocd quality
10
AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
STORE
122 North Second Street.
Win. Dolde, Proprietor.

Mrs. Plnkham's Standing Invitation,

0NSUIWPTI0N
4

inch

1

a

t- .-

-

j

New Discovery

R. H. E.

New York

cir--

j

private
ills to a woman
a woman whose experience with women's
diseases covers a great
many yenrs.
You can talk freely
to a woman when it is
revolting1 to relate
your private trou
bles to a man
betides a man
does not tinder-stan- d
simply because he is a man
Many women
suffer in silence and drift along from
bad to worse, knowing full well that
they oug-hto hnve immediate assistance, but a natural modesty impels
them to shrink from exposing1 themselves to tho questions and probably
examinations of even their family
physician. It is unnecessary. Without
money or price you can consult a woman whoso knowledge from actual experience is great.

RESULTS IN

National League.
At New York
New York
St. Louis
At Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
At Boston
Boston
Chicago
At Philadelphia

address-

ing Mrs.

WITH

THE MAJOR LEAGUES

r.rw

uvu-i- r

w-

We have the exclusive agency for
the world famed T. Hessenbruch 4.
Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
the very jest Cutlery at prices you
pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
these goods are guaranteed.
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
Razors, a very fine one, at
$1.00
A two dollar razor for
1 25
1 75
The finest made for
'
Scissors, 4 inch
25
Scissors, four and a half inch...
30'
Scissors, five Inch
35
Scissors, six Inch
40
Shears, seven and a half Inch..
35
Shears, eight and a half inch. ...
45
Very best butcher knives, six

THE

That in

"i1.1

Also look where you can get Cutlery
that is and will stay sharp.

AND CONSIDER

Co., real usUUe and insurance agents
of Doming, who is in the city, said

.w
eaafc.

Sellers, Mgr.

Look Out for Sharpers

STOP, WOMAN!

Remains Long After
Price is Forgotten

D. K. B.

atfSflff,

TSBfc

ORIDGE.BEACH&COS The Memory of Quality
TT
4

Flournoy, Sec.

Af, W.

V-Pr- es.

Gradi,

In
Dealers
GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, HAY
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders
for this line with us.
213215217 NORTH THIRD STREET

The St. Elmo

Finest

Whiskies

Wines,Brandies,Els,

JOSF.ril HARNKTT. Prop.

J20 West Railroad Avenue

We Fill

Prescriptions
RIGHT,

at consistent prices

Be

SAMl'LH AMD
CLU1J

ROOMS

RIJPPE

Next to Bank ol Commarce

203 West

R. R.

Ave.

r

.V
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Scale For Discounting Legal Tender Notes

INTO GREAT TROUBLE

-

TUESDAY, AUG. 29, 1905,

Jamf s Barton Adams

ft?

The

K

I'vr got a ieiter, parson, from my son away nut west,
An' my ol' heart is heavy as an anvil In my breast.
had once so proudly
To think the hoy whose futur'
In the adjoining roluinn. The CiMz-- n republishes an
planned
folly
on
the
('.lobe
Democrat,
rticle from the St. lmis
Should wander from the piith o' light an' come to such an
If yon have an y basine ss of a f financial
of any effort In Indian Territory for' sepai ate statehood.
end!
Of
Substitute New Mexico and Arizona for' Oklahoma and I told hint when he left us only three short years ago,
natu
relason
re
if
or
Indian Territory, and the article wi:i fit the two southyou
hav
e
any
row
mighty
a
crooked
lie d find himself a plowlu" in
western terrltorlts. "Just like the paper on the wall."
11. ''d miss his father's counsels an' his mother's prayers,
The Ulobe Democrat does not hesitate to say that
too,
to change your Balnk Acco unt
any influential movement auainst joint statehood is a
wa hateful an' he guessed he have
Hut
he
farm
the
said
previous
a
In
nil.
at
statehood
movement in favor of no
to go.
,. ,.M n fi trmiiil n!iiir Viml said
, i
AL BIQUER QUE, NE W MEX1 CO
call or write us.
Know thar's 1,1, temp.a.ion for a youiter in the west,
Terrl.or'y Is considered
he more the movement in Indian
Hut I believed our Millie had the courage to resist,
"the more clearly It appears that the only object held In An' when he left 1 warned him ov the everlastin' snares,
continuation
an
is
indefinite
view by the men behind it.
That lil like hidden sar;iints in life's pathway
of the territorial relation."
"A territorial govcontinues:
The
promised faithful to be keerful an' allowed
Hut Mill
Capital a nd Surp lus,
ernment will better serve the purposes of these men lie d buildhea reputation that'd make us mighty proud,
combination
government
in
than passing under a state
Mut it seems as how my counsel sort o' faded from his
with Oklahoma, whoso action they might not be able to
mind.
The above la a fac simile of the discount-glas- s
used by the Treasurer of the United States United States
control on lines of their own Interest. In addition to
now the boy's in trouble o' the very worstest kind!
notes, fractional currency notes, gold certificates, silver certificates, and Treasury
An'
great
corporations
of
number
a
notes of 1390, are redeemable
these individuals are
know-dby
I
the Ireasury, and when not mutilated so that less than three-fifthHis letters came so seldom that somehow sort o'
of the original proportions remains by
which have acquired larse holdings and large privileues
Treasurers, at face value. United States notes are redeemable In coin. In sums not'less
ex!n.nrK
from the tribes, and which will aim to continue ami
Treasurers in New York and San
Treasury notes of 1890 are redeemable l
That Hiliy was a trampin' on a mighty rocky road,
could
they
government,
as
territorial
under
eo n, in sums not less than $50. by the Treasurer and all the Francisco.
tend these
Assistant
Treasurers.
Mut never oncu imagined he wouid bow my head In
Silver certificates are redeem-abl- e
honest
intelligent
and
an
In standard silver dollars only, or exchangeable for
not possibly be extended under
other silver certificate.
National bank notes are
shame,
by the Treasurer, but not by the Assistant Treasurers. United
.state government."
States notes, fractional currency notes.
In the dust 'd waller his ol" daddy's honored name.
oW certificates, silver certificates, Treasury notes of 1890. and
Oklahoma has a dozen good reasons for not wanting An'
National ban
when tn.tllated so
in Denver, an' the story's mighty
out
He
from
writes
not
has
while
Arizona
Territory,
original
of
the
proportion,
to be Joined with Indian
remainsare redeemable by Treasury
m0rA Ih
;
short
enly.
to
objection
or
whole
note
Fragments
her
for
certificate.
not clearly more than
s
one real reason founded on truth
are
no redeemed, unless accompanied by the evidence required la paragraph 13. Fragments
I just can't tell his mother, It'll crush her poor oi' heart!
less than three-fifth- s
jointure with New Mexico. Among Oklahoma's reasons
aw
redeemed
at
you
to
news
I
parson,
might
the
the
break
face
so
of
reckoned,
ralue
whole
note
Terthe
accompanied
An'
when
by
an affidavit of the owner or other persons
arc the fact that in assuming statehood with Indian
taviag; knowledge of the facts that the missing- - portions have been totally destroyed. The
her
must state the
ritory she must assume the education of L'nO.000 children Mill's in the leglslattir', but he doesn't say what fur.
eawe and manner of the multllatlon. and must be sworn and subscribed to before an officer affidavit
qualified to administer
fflx hl" offlcial
in that Territory who are now destitute of educational
thereto,
and the character of the affiant must be certified to be good by
years, for
wen officer or some other having an offlcial seal. Signatures by mark .X) must
facilities, and she must accept for twenty-onbe witnessed by two persons
alcoholic
all
of
prohibition
can
absolute
write,
state,
must
and
who
joint
give
place
entire
of
their
jmo
the
residence. The Treasurer will exercise such discretion under
ft
any
accept
these
to
regulation
willing
may
as
ibis
is
seem
to
Yet
him
Oklahoma
needful to protect the United State from fraud Fragments not redeemable
beverages.
SEPARATE STATEHOOD
are rejected and returnd.
many other equally onerous burdens, knowing fu.l well
couof
the
says, "the part
t
FOLLY IN INDIAN TERRITORY
that, as the
ntry east of the Mississippi will never permit the creation
t two little states in that section;" and knowing also
self governnien
that the blessings of statehoodanyand
OUR COAL YARD
sacrifices they may
will more than compensate for
Is chock full of coal that will gladdea
So far as that separate statehood convention at Mus
it.
secure
to
order
in
to
make
compelled
be
your heart and warm jour boas
cogee has any Influence at all. it wil, he against any sort
when its cold. Fill your bint toe
nearly
water
STOCK - MONEY
A gusher throwing a stream of
WOOL
METAL
of statehood in the present congress. The; five civilized
next
winter now and avoid the rnalL.
developed recently six miles from Rabbit Springs, in the tribes represented at. the Muscogee gathering want the
LOOK
strong
artesian
this
of
discovery
California desert. The
American
Block coal, the best Gallsa
liy i'silf. A
a
as
Territory
to
be
nilmitted
acres
slate
Indian
L'.on'i
over
nf
flow has made certain the cultivation
mined. Cerriilos Lump, the standard
quotations Received by Levy
rs .had been at large part of the white people of the Indian Territory' Closing
heating coal. All sizes of hard ooal.
this fall. For so vera i months well drill,attempts
os.,
correspondents
tor
lxigan
tii
having, want that community to lie united with Oklahoma, to ho
work in the locality. Many previous
& Bryan. Harnett Building.
WOOD
tailed, it had been intended to abandon the work by the admitted as a singie suite. The whites of the Iim!i:ui I or- Factory wood. $3.00 full load; Greaa
tormation.
a
cement
in
2!!.
to
Aug.
New
York,
end of the week, as the drill was
market
The
Moreover,
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
At a ritory largely outnumber the Indians in it.
lay showed considerable Irregularity
where the danver of breaking the drill was great.
Eureka White Lime.
OU.aiioiim.
and
with
many
want
union
Indians
of
cement
the
suddenly
the
left
n
071)
trading,
soon
early
drill
the
hut
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feet
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depth of
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let
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to
COAL YARD.
ought
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Territory
again,
drillers
and
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when
conclu
gravel.
the
Oklahoma
and
The
actually lunged into
UuWwni im it.
Auto Phone. 416.
anColo. Phone, 4&
state. A sion of peue was unexpectedly
ling noise and the next instant were being drenched as a in at the earliest moment as the forty-sixtnounced fhorily after noon, the list
drib
the
of
removal
The
derrick.
above
the
shot
stream
eearne buoyant and continued so to
was large majority of the people of Oklahoma favor union
was accomplished under difficulties. No a' tempt
or the close.
of
question
union
the
if
territory,
witii
sister
their
five
a
from
spouting
made to cap the well, which is still
There was a great deal of protlt-nkinseparation were submitted to the people of the two terrion the news, but the snles Offer to supply you with anything In
Inch casing. The water is pure and icy cold, .lust before
parvote. were well absorbed.
The trailers our line, at prices that are fair and
the gusher was encountered the drill had brought up was tories union would undoubtedly get a
To furnish you a better tooth powder than you ever used. Buy
The politicians in both communities are against union. were buying at the close in anticipa square, and we are now making
ticles of petrified shell. This region,' it is supposed,
a 25
oF strength abroad tomoriow.
cent bottle of our ANTISEPTIC TOOTH POWDER and if you don't
formerly a lake bed, which has filled up gradually by soil Separate statehood for the two territories' would mean tion
Money
easy,
remained
banks
but
the
find
it
you
the
best
dentifrice
ever used, if it doesn't please you perwashing down from the mountains during the rains of twire as many offices. Consequently the politicians want reported further heavy losses In cash.
fectly, let us know and get your money back. No argument, no misages.
it. In urging separate statehood the politicians, however, The strong feature of the market tono
understanding,
unpleasantness; your money back and no questions
are working against their own Interests, as well as day were Union Pacific and Steel.
asked if you are not suited.
According to the New Mexican Colorado leads in the against those of the people. They are keeping these
$9
The closing indicated a better mar-8- $12 Refrigerators
manufacture of beet sugar in the United States. When communities in the territorial stage and are standing out
ket
tomorrow. Quotations:
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
Centensugar
officials.
making
of
in
$6.75
one
the
set
even
of
beet
against
the creation
tt la remembered that
'Si $8
Copper .
China Tea Sets
PROPS. ALVARADO PHARMACY
Congress will never admit Oklahoma and the Indian Amalgamated
$6
nial state commenced only six years ago, the record is
Ameiican Sugar
BOTH
40c China Salad Bowls
25c
mnd GOLD AVI
yufat
remarkable and proves beyond contradiction, what can Territory as two states. This has been shown so often Atchison, common
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
be done by the people of the arid commonwealth, if they and so plainly that nobody has any excuse for any doubt Baltimore & Ohio
113
will. As far as the growing of sugar beets and the mak- on that point. When Okiahoma and the Indian Territory Urooklyn Kapid Transit
per cent discount.
46
ing of beet sugar are concerned, The Citizen heartily come in they will come In as one state. It will have an Colorado Fuel & Iron
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
agrees with the New Mexican that New Mexico should area of 70,000 square miles, or 1,000 more than Missouri, Colorado Southern, common .... 28ai 35c Class Water Pitchers
20c
Chicago,
'ft
stand at the head of the list. This time will come, in- but about 12,000 less than Kansas. In area it will be be- C. & O Great Western,t com... 22
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
nti-$1.25
now
Mississippi.
In
very
approaching.
looks
of
average
west
much
the
It
low the
of the states
deed it Is rapidly
Krie, common
52S, $4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
as if a large beet sugar factory would be established population it will be well equipped. The two territories, Erie, first
84-We give on our laundry work?
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
Try it and see how
within twelve months in the Rio Grande valley in Valen- In the aggregate, have about 1,200,000 people now. They Louisville & Nashville
151
50c
Egg
Steam
40c
sucMusPoachers
prove
profitable
The
venture
will
and
county.
us
soon
rapidly
statehood
as
grow
conies.
That
will
Missouri Pacific
cia
108 'i
durable it is. Notice how long it keeps its finish.
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
131
cessful and other beet sugar factories will follow in rapid cogee convention may- - delay statehood a little, and in so Metropolitan
24We turn out linen, white as snow and free from all
succession.
doing it will have a had effect on the community. The Mexican Central
York Central
134 '
red and white men of the Indian Territory should repu- New
N'oifolk
8fis
specks or wrinkles.
diate the work done at Muscogee, join the majority in Reading, common
120 '4
GIVES AWAY TULiES Oklahoma
in asking for union, and thus they will hasten Pennsylvania
14t'.i4
The Citizen has several times recently spoken of the admission and give a great boom to their locality.
Kqck Island, common
34 8
Importance-tNew Mexico that a tree planting habit
Rock Island, pfd
81
with
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therefore,
maintained.
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and
It
Republic
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should
iron & Steel, common 22
it
Republic
paper
reproduces from the Kansas
89 i
Iron & Steel, pfd
much pleasure this
"RED WAGONS"
Southern Pacific
City Journal, the following:
SOME STORIES WISE
esi FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
St.
1S2
Paul
A half million trees a year for western Kansas farmSouthern Railway
ers sizes up the work of the Dodge City forestry station.
AND SOME OTHERWISE
I'ennesseo Coal & Iron
91
It hasn't been so many years since a Jree was a curiosity
3f.i-Texas Pacific
plains of the west. Now little clumps of
on the semi-ariUnion Pacific, common ....
13"H
THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH
IT. S. S., common
timber can be seen on every hand. They render a valua377g
U. S. S., pfd
ble service, too. They furnish wind breaks for stock In A Very Sick Boy.
- - 'n
Mark Twain on his last visit to his birthplace, Han Wabash, common
the winter, shade in the summer, check hot winds and
I
43S
tiring moisture.
nibal, Mo., told to the school children a true story about Wabash, nfd
'
Western
Union
S37
1
TJIK PAWN UROKKR I
"There has been a wonderful change In climatic con- a schooiboy.
O. & W
BLOCK
fXRONa
M
ill.
very
I
one
In
morning
Representative
Chalk
western Kansas," said
"This boy," he said, "awoke
ditions
Because He is
Greene Copper
26
Beeson. "I, pan remember when the blizzards from the His groans alarmed the household. The doctor was sent
'
Chicago Live Stock.
north In the winter would kill cattle by the thousands, for and came post haste.
Chicago, Aug. 29. Cattle Receipts.
" 'Well,' said the doctor, as he entered the Bick room,
and the hot winds from the south would burn up crops
15,0(10; market
steady to lftc lower:
jji Bargains in unredeemed diamonds.
and pastures in the summer. We got caught going and what is the trouble?'
The largest pawnbroker's es-- :
good to prime steers,
$5.50 6.40:
" 'A pain in my side,' said the boy.
coming. Now we are not bothered with either. The
8UPERINT "NDENTC
tahlishment in the southwest.
poor to medium,
$3Jr5.40:
stockers
!:
trees break the blizzards in winter and the hot winds in
"'A pain in your head?'
and feeders. $2.25(ffi4.50: cows. J2.25
FAIRVIEW AND SANTA BAR" 'Yes, sir.'
I 18 RAILROAD AVENUE
summer. The saving to farmers in cattle alone runs into
Next to St. Elmo
ft 4.75: heifers. $2.60(S4.75: canners.
" 'Is the right hand stiff?'
the thousands of dollars. And as for crops, we haven't
$1.25(?i2.40;
BARA CEMETERIES
bulls, I2.40S14: calves.
...............................................................................
" 'A little.'
$3.50 ft 5.50; Texas fed steers, $3.50
known of a failure since the trees got big enough to do
5.40; western steers, $3.50(fT4.60.
business."
"'How about the right foot?'
Sheep Receipts.
MONUMENTS.
" "That's stiff, too.'
14,000;
market
The salvation of the western country depends more
in.
steady; good to choice wethers, $5fti
upon trees than on irrigation. Only a small part of the
Everybody welcome to look through
"The doctor winked at the boy's mother.
5.60;
fair
to
choice
mixed,
$4.50Sr5.10;
our large three-floo- r
country can be irrigated at all the river valleys. The
"'Well,' he said, 'you're pretty sick. But you'll lie western sheep, $5(fj'5.40; native lambs,
repository.
Both 'Phone.
government is spending $250,UOO making irrigation exper able to go to school on Monday. Let me see. today is $5.30 7. t;5;
North Second Street.
western lambs, $fi7.5.
Iments around Garden City. If they prove successful, the Saturday, and '
Kansas City Live Stock.
farmers in the long run, will have to foot that bill. If
"'Is today Saturday?' said the boy in a vexed tone
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 2. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
they fail the government will be the loser. But Irrigation I thought it was Friday.'
8,000; market a shade lower:
affects only a small area. It is the handling of the up
"Half an hour later the boy declared himself healed native steers,
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offer the only solution of what has seemed a difficult was Friday, after all." Philadelphia Record.
5i3; native cows and heifers. $1.75W
HA U LINO
problem.
5; stockers and feeders, $2.75(S 4.25 ;
we both lose money. We
bulls, $2.15?f3.50; calves, $3.20? 5.75;
The government has set aside UO.uoo acres of land Got the Better cf Ben Butler.
haul anything quickest and
is
In Finney county for a tree reserve. Experiments will inDuring his boyhood Benjamin F. Duller was a fre western steers. $3.25 4.50 ; western
best service In city. Excavatcows,
$1.753.50.
ing a speciality.
made to find out what species of limber U best adapted (luent visitor in the town of Nottlgham, N. II., where an
of
Sheep Receipts, 5.000:
muttons.
for that country. The arid districts of Europe, Asia am uncle resided, and among the many stories related of $ 1.35
t 5.50;
Albuquerque Transfer Co.
lambs. $tl7.25; ranee
high-grad- e
Africa will be searched by experts for trees tUat thriv him is one concerning his examination of 1'at Murphy
wethers. $ 4.50 (if 5.25; fed ewes, $3.7;iW
Auto phone 362 Colo, Blk 155
without much water. As soon as the government has its local character.
4.75.
VEHICLES AND HARNESS
Geo. M. Baccus, Prop.
Tim Dolan had been accused of selling liquor, and
reserve well started it will supply trees to western farm
St. Louis Wool.
era at small cost and encourage them in every way to the prosecution summoned Fat to testify in the case
CO
St. Louis, Mo.. Aug. 2H Wool marNow I'at was a Jot) teamster, and llutler endeavored to
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500.UOO
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now
make him admit that he had delivered liquor to the de medium. 2tiff?30c;
The state
fine medi'im, 22 fr
farmers. These are produced at the station and shipped fendant.
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WHOLESALE LIQUOR AND CIGAR
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llutler asked.
Dr. Fowler's Kxtrart of Wild Straw"Yis, sor."
slate.
berry.
' Tart of this freight was a barrel,
Nature's
specific
for
dysentery,
Exclusive Asrents for Yellowstone
wasn't it?"
Only thm 0sC
diarrhoea and summer complaint.
"Yis, sir."
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
The Four Track News for September Is authority for
B. C. Bohemian and Jos. Sehliti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owcer9 and
"I'at, what was lu that barrel?"
"I'!p, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Meats, Butter and Eggs distributors
the statement that Colombia, with an area equal to the
Write lor our Illustrated catalogue and
of the Alvarado Whiskey.
better cook with safe gas.
"I don't know, sor."
combined areas of France aud Austria Hungary, has but
TelephoD
Salesroom III Sojth Ktrt i'reel,
Automatic
list.
price
sep
371 miles of railway and that is divided into thirteen
"Don't know! Wasn't the barrel marked?"
109 North Second St.
lbuqueroue New Mexico.
lucky"
was
papa
"Jlother
bought
a
"Because, sor, the barrel was marked 'Tim Dolan' gas range.
arate and distinct and isoiated lines varying from two
miles to sixty-sevemiles in length. The roads are built on one end and 'Bourbon Whisky,' on the other. How the
on three different guages, but, having no connection, thi
devil did I know which was in it?" Boston Herald.
We are now open for business, with
is not material. Ten of these railways are private corREDUCED PRICES
line of furnia new and second-hanporations, the other Ihree being operated by the govern- A Sore Disappointment.
DHAliER IN
on Dental Work. Plates, $3.00;
ture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
ment. American travelers in Colombia appreciate the
The old man had enjoyej a good dinner at a moderGold Crowns, $0.00;
Fillings,
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with,
the Gleckler building.
value of consolidation, which has riven this country its ate outlay. He smiled benevolently at the small boy who
out pain, 60c. All guaranteed.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
great railway cyst ems with through cur service and
cheeked the bats.
IRVAN & HAYGOOD.
All Kinds of Fresh Moat
equipment.
"Hoy," he fraid, "do thy ever offer you tips?" And
No. 100 North Broadirmy.
he slipped his hand deep into his pocket.
As an Indication of what Kddy county is doing in the
The boy grinned expectantly.
Corner Wasoington Avenue.
way of material progre.s ami showing the manner In
'
"Sometimes, sir," he answered.
Albuquerque,
New Mexleo
which the county is being M 'tkl by home makers, says
The man looked pleased.
FOR MOVING THE SICK OR INArgus,
compilation
a
ofrecent
"Hoy,"
the
of the laud entries made
he said in his unctions way, "if they ever
JURED.
and
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throughout New Mexico, shows that during the past var fer you tips you take 'em."
Day or Night.
Prompt
Service
other
distressing
eruptive
diseases
s.
D.
D.
B. F. COPP,
Kddy county led every other county in the territory as to
And his hand came out of his pocket with the brass
yield quickly and permanently to the
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Kuom u. N. T. Armlo tildg.
the area of public lands entered. It led in both the num- cbeck that called for his hat tlghtiy grasped between his
cleansing, purifying power of Burdock
ber of homestead aDd desert entries.
fingers. Cleveland 1'lain Dialer.
Automatic, 147. Boarding Horses a Specialty
Colo. Ptone, 76
Ulood Hitters.
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TEACHERS'

SHEEP MEN DEEPLY
INTERESTED

INSTITUTE

There Promises to be Much Attendance is Large and Much
Good WorK is Being
Wool and Mohair For
Accomplished.
Fleece Exhibit.
RULES

SUPERINTENDENT

PRIZES FOLLOW

of the twenty-fiftterritorial fair promises to exceed in size the fondest hopes of the
fair association. From every quarter
of the territoiy come letters promising samples of wool anil mohair, and
Inquiries as to what is expected of
the entries and the rules under which
the entries are to he made. Interest
Beems to lie thoroughly aroused, and
visitors to the fair will he treated to
the finest display of wool even seen
In the southwest.
The rules governing the exhibit and
the prizes offered are as follows:
Send all exhibits to George Arnot,
Bu;ie intendent.
Ail fleeces entered for prizes must
be lahen from sheep owned and
grazed In New Mexico.
Prizes w ill tie awarded according to
welsht, condition, length of staple and
fineness of fibers.
Best Delaine Merino Fleece.
First Prize Hlue ribbon and dl- ploma.
Second Prize Red ribbon and di
ploma.
Third Prize White ribbon and di
ploma.
Best Rainbouilett Merino Fleece.
First prize Hlue ribbon and di
ploma.
Second Prize Red ribbon and di
ploma.
Third Prize White riblion and dl
,
ploma.
Best Shropshire Fleece.
First Prize Blue ribbon and dl- ploma.
Second Prize Red ribbon and dl- ploma.
Third Prize White riblxin and di-ploma.
Cotswold Fleece.
First Prize Blue ribbon and
ploma.
Second Prize -- Red ribbon and di
ploma.
Third Prize White riblxin and diploma.
Best Mexican Improved Fleece.
First Prize lilue ribbon and diploma.
Second Prize Red ribbon and diploma.
,
Third Prize White riblon and diploma.
Best Buck Fleece.
(Any breed.)
First Prize Hlue riblion and diploma.
Second Prize Red ribbon and diploma.
Third Prize White riblion and diploma.
Best Fleece.
(Any breed not. mentioned above.)
First Prize Blue ribbon and diploma.
Second Prize Red ribbon and diploma.
Third Prize White riblion and diploma.
The

it

AND

fWr--

oxliiliit

WANT ADS

HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL

IN FAIR

h

1

HADLEY COMIXG

The annual session of the city
teachers' Institute which convened in
the high school building yesterday,
entered upon Its second day's session
this morning. The institute Is the
most successful ever lield In the history of the public schools of this
city, and is attended by oer forty
teachers and prominent
educators
from all parts of the territory.
Prof. J. E. Clark, the new superintendent of schools, is presiding over
the Institute as conductor, and th
program as announced in The Citizen of Friday, Is being carried out
without change.
Today' Session.
This morning the session opened
with an address l.y W. h. ISurke, who
took as his subject the "Russo-JapanesWax." He discussed the present
trouble, commenting on the points
leading up to the w ar. and , finishing
it with the peace conference which is
now in progress at Portsmouth, N. H.
Miss Hewitt then followed with a
discussion of Mr. Burke's address, In
whV.I points were brought out as to
application.
its practical
Various
others present also took a nart In tks
discussion and much Interest was
aroused.
"Our Eethical
Relations to the
Ix)wer Aanimals," was an interesting
topic, discussed by Prof. C. E. Hodgin,
dean of the department of pedagogy
of the University of New Mexico.
This afternoon the teachers met
President C. M. Light, of the Sliver
City normal school, anil for an hour
a nm. on scaoui
B" '" lrEIIIK
matters of a general nature
At 3 o'clock an adjournment
was
taken and tne teachers present
paired to the home of Dr. Connor,
an Informal recepMon was hell
, who
to meet .Miss
is anions
the new teachers to be employed In
the Albuquerque schools t'ae coming
year.
Superintendent Hadley Will Attentt.
Hon, Mi rum Hartley, territorial superintendent of public instruction, has
notified Prof. J. E. Claik that he will
have Santa Ke tomorrow evening for
Albuquerque, and attend Thursday'
of the institute.
Prof. HartlVv
will address the institute', and will
take for his subject the doings of the
recent meeting of the National Educational association, which occurred
at Asbury Park, N. J.
e

BURGLARS OPERATING
IN LAS VEGAS
A bad gang of professional burglars
Is operating in Las Vegas.
Friday
afternoon while A. M. Adair and family were away from home, the house
was entered by skeleton keys and

three watches, two chains and a

con-

One Cent

j

ptrfcord lor tath insertion

To innurp proper cluwnflrfttinn Ada for
thi column must t in thotTtp Iwfore
3 o'clock p.m. Alr phoned rwcivo th
Mrno rnrffnl Attention that in Riven to
AIk tmniKht to the otticc.

X

$
1
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WANTED.
WANTED Three painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED An experienced grocery
clerk. No others need apply. J.
F. Palmer, 501 North Second street.
WANTED A girl for general housework. Call. Mrs. Harry Johnson,
114 Silver avenue.
WANTED At once, a night miller and
night engineer; both must be reliable, capable and sober. WagM, $2.50
per day. The John Becker company, Belen, N. M.
Carpenters. Apply John
WANTED
Hart, 52 1 South First street.
WANTED Dining room girl, at Rob-

erts' restaurant.

WANTED Salesman, speaking both
English and Spanish .for country
State
general merchandise store.
salary expected and references. Address B. W., care of this offlcft.
WANTED l,o0 people to see the
"Old Maid's Convention" at Colombo
hall September 1.
WANTED Solicitor and canvasser.
Salary and Commission. Apply C
D, care of Citizen office.
WANTED Lady or gentleman of fair
education to travel for a firm of
$:'j(i,b')0 capital. Salary, 11,072 per
year and expenses, paid weekly. Address, with stamp, J. A. Alexander,
Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Energetic man to solicit
insurance among shop men; life, accident and health in our policy. Collections solicited by railroad company. Excellent opening for right
man. Call or address, Conservative
Life Insurance company, 113 Railroad avenue.
can
WANTED Stenographer,
who
also assist on books. Address In
own handwilting, giving experience
and qualifications and salary wanted. Postoflice box 201.
WANTED Couple to take sunny,
front room and board with private
family. Al.-i- privilege to erect tent
In largo sunny yard, by taking table board. No objection to invalids.
40(1 North Arno street.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply Mrs. Wagner, 20;
North Second street.
WANTED
Genuemeu's second hand
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
HELP WANTED.
Learn telegraphy and railroad accounting; $50 to 1100 a month salary
assured our graduates
under bond.
Our six schools the largest In America aud endorsed by all railroads.
Write for catalogue. Morse School of
Telegraphy, Cincinnati, Ohio; Buffalo,
N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga.; Ia Crosse, Wis.;
Texarkana, Texas, and San Francisco,
MALE

Cal.

FOR RENT.

FOR RENT Nice"," front" office "in
Ciomwell block. Apply to B. A.
Sleyster.
FOR KENT Four room brick house,
between Second and Third streets,
on Tijeras avenue. Inquire ot Frank
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Store Close

12:30 to 2:30 during

August.
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Rule Dry Goods Co.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Store Closes 12:30 to 2:30 during
August.
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MENTOR

Stop and Think

Comfort Underwear

n m &a
for a moment. What would be the use
of inviting you to our store if we did
not have the right

COSTS US MORE THAN OTHERS BUT
WE DON'T RAISE THE PRICE TO YOU

i'

We sell Mentor Underwear because
we know it will please our customer

Floor Coverings

1

1--

more than any other kind, and that
payi ut best in the end.
The manufacturers of Mentor stand
back of our garments to you on every
garment, for fit no shrinking even
when boiled; for comfort soft, warm,
yarn; for health because it readily absorbs the body's
perspiration, and keeps you warm.
We would like you to try Mentor
Garments.
We will take them back If they are
not right.

4

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as, a constant caller, so we make sure
to have
j

.

.3

g

the: bible wagon

Poor Woman

Carpets and Rugs
that

you can find no fault
you cannot criticise.

Albglt Fdber.
SOUTHWESTERN

'

&

CO.

CONSTRUCTION

Pumping

Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the

Crocker-Wheel-

Dynamos

er

and Motors

Store and Residence

Wir-

ing a Specialty. All Work
Fully Guaranteed.
Agents for the Celebrated
"GYROFANS"

See them in European
Hotel Restaurant
MEMBER

Wp give Tickets

tor the Piano Contest

'216 S. SECOND ST.

NATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

ixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxi

The Colorado Telephone Company.
Room 18, N. T. Armio Building.
J

realize that you can get
MODERN Telephone Service today for b
what you are paying for inferior g
service.
Do

her time

the

kitchen, and she
entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can secured through
modern
See the Gas Man
saving
Fourth and

es

305 Railroad Avgnge

ELECTRIC

thirds of

spent

wlth-pric-

Electrical
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Look Out for the Eclipse

you

The only Long Distance Trans- - 3
mitters and Receivers; Wall or JJ
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.
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siderable sum of money were appropriated. Neighbors saw men around
Trotter.
T. L. WILSON SAYS
the house but entertained no suspic- FOR RENT The Mesa Park rancU,
ions.
The
loss amounts to
the healthiest place in New MexSANTA FE IS LICKED about $2o0. total
Every effort is being
ico.
Pure water, shade and fruit
made to apprehend the burglars, but
trees. Good buildings, 11 rooms and
CLAIMS THAT MACHINISTS WILL thus far without' success.
bath. John M. Moore Realty Co.
PAY STRIKE
BENEFITS
FOR
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
TEN YEARS TO COME.
light housekeeping, with electric
FALL ANNOUNCEMENT
Made in Union and
lights. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. RuthTwo-Piecprese
Thomas L. Wilson, fourth vice
erford, corner Broadway & Iron,
Suits for
OF
THE ALBUQUERQUE BUS.
ident of the International Association
same
Congregational
block
church.
NESS
COLLEGE.
passenger
Machinists,
was
a
of
on
FOR RENT Apartments
in
Park
train No. 2 this morning for Boston.
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
The fall opening for registration of
Mr. Wilson had been at the Santa Fe pupils at the Albuquerque Business
modern equipment throughout.
H.
coast lines machinists' strike head- college will occur September 4, and
H. Tilton, room la, Grant block.
quarters at San Bernardino. He said the regular session will open the day FOR RENT One nicely furnished
in reference to the Santa Fe strike following.
room. 214 South Walter street.
The evening sessions,
and doings of the machinists gener- which will be on Mondays, Wednes-dayy- s FOR RENT Four room house, 215
ally:
WKST KAILUOAD AVUNUK
Atlantic avenue. Apply at 820 South
and Fridays of each week, will
"l would like to have you deny the open at the same time.
Third street.
tne
Quit
machinists have
reKrt that
The college this year will he under FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms;
paying strike benefits. ,ae strikers the supervision of Prof. R. O. Stoll,
modern conveniences.
Apply 820
will receive
tueir benefits for ten well known throughout the east as a
South Third street.
years t,o come and are going to beat business educator who holds a posi- FOR
RENT From one to Ave nicely
the Santa Fe. We have them whipped tion in the front ranks of the profesfurnished rooms for light house- now. I am on my way to attend the sion.
' keeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
annual conventions of the machinists,
acres, with four-rooThe shorthand course will be in the
bouse, furft Santa Fe convention to be held at hands of Prof. H. E. Pitman, who la
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
Topeka on September 1 and a conven- a member of the illustrious family, to
E. K. Nonis, 624 John street.
tion of the international organization, whom the world is Indebted for- - the FOR RENT Large, airy rooms, for
to be held at Boston on September 8. first practical system of shorthand.
housekeeping, corner of Sixth street
A dozen delegates will be present at
Prof. Montoya will be In charge of
and Railroad avenue.
the former meeting and the latter the Spanish classes.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
will be attended by at least 400."
George Craig, a piactlcal draftsvery desireable for party of young
man, will teach the pupils who take
men. 713
Copper.
drawing.
mechanical
FOR RENT Most desirable room
WILL RUN CARS
Ramsay
President
will teach. Inciin city, single or enauite, with table
EVERY SIX MINUTES dentally and generally, and will replard. 713 West Copper.
college
the
resent
on the outside.
More than $1,000 worth of fixtures,
FOR 8ALE.
TRACTION COMPANY TO INAU- typewriters anrt school equipments
GURATE NEW SCHEDULE, COM- - have been ordered for the school, FOR SALE Furniture and household
goods. E19 Keleher street
MENCING THE FIRST OF NEXT which will continue to be located in
MONTH.
the Gleekler block on Fourth strett FOR SALE Four year old saddle
pony; drive single or double; also
and Gold avenue, until much larger
saddle and bridle. Apply 1120 South
President W. H. Greer, of the Albu quarters have been prepared for It.
Arno street.
querque Traction company, today InParents should take pride In and
formed a Citizen reporter that com patronize the business college, as It is FOR SALE Two fine residence lots,
close in. Address, P. O. Box 11,
mencing with September 1, the com always making for the advancement
city.
pany would Inaugurate a new ached of the city, educationally and commerInquire
ule on Its trolley line.
cially. If you have no children of FOR SALE Saddle pony.
116 South Sixth street.
sched your own to send, please advise oth"We will arrange a
ule," said Mr. Greer, "and will have a ers. Make it a point to Investigate FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate.
car arriving and one departing every the 6chool; talk with the teachers so Lot 3, in Block 2M. of Huning's
Highland addition, 1400.00. Lots 7,
six minutes from the switch in front you can give others an idea of If s ed8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
of the Alvarado. This will make the ucational facilities.
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lall's
operation of three cars dally necessary
A business college is a city's most
adiiition. This is one of the finest
between Old Albuquerque and the A- valuable educational asset.
building sites in that part of the Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO,, Albuquerque, N. M.
lvarado."
Inquire for particulars at the colcity, and if sold quick can be had
It Is the purpose of the Traction lege office.
company to give its patrons the best
M. P. STAMM.
for 1800.00.
GEORGE S. RA..1SAY.
R. O. STOIX,
service possible, and that Is the rea
President.
son for the adoption of a new sched
LOST.
Secretary.
ule. The change will be a great Im
I.U.ST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
A
provement over tne present schedWE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
Two
strawberry roan mare, white face,
ule and will be more than appreciated AND PALATE. LOOK OUT FOR
four white feet, mane clipped short,
by the general public.
is
HRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME TOlong tail; $20 ieward and no quesKAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
tions asked, if returned to J. W.
in
BEAUTY
M. Quade. 234 North Waiter street.
UNSURPASSABLE.
WOMAN TAKES LAUDANUM
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
is
WITH SUICIDAL INTENT W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
be
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
Coast,
May Smith, an Inmate of one of A. J. MALOY.
time
t7:e
'cribs" on North Third street,
Schilling's Best h ia every
Story
applimade a desperate attempt at suicide Is th savinA Touching
from death or the ti.itiy
last night by taking an overdose of of Geo. A. Eyler,
Cold Ave.
Cumberland. Mil. He one's mouth :
.
ances.
laudanum. The prompt arrival of a write: "At the ene of 11 month our
(rirl
lift;
In
alwhs
derllnlnr
life,
physician saved the woman's
taking .powdsp
iitIoub throat trouble, and h.Hi
two physithough for a time it was thought she cking
flavoring
u&ctl
Kave her up. We were almuat In
past
aid.
human
was
when we resolved to try Ir.
'palr. New
Discovery
Klnfr
Conmimptlon,
for
They go far to make living
According to the associates of the
and ColcU. The first bottla pave
Smith woman, the cause of her at- ''nushi
relief; after taking four bottles she was
comfortable.
tempt at suicide was the result of cured and Is now In perfect health
Sever tall to relieve and cure a rmiBh
rtesxindi-ni-yShe retired late
last nr
t yuuf grmtm'ti OMlwybssfe
en Id
At nil dealers: fJio and II.
evening, after locking the doors of
Trial bottle free.
her room and fastening the windows.
ater in the night her groans alarmAUGUST AND SEPTEMBER ARE
Pon t wait for an explosion cook
ed the nearby residents
Wednesday, August 30, 1905
and they THE WORST MONTHS FOR CHICKBent for an officer.
EN CHOLERA.
INTERNATIONAL with gas the humane way.
He at rived and entered the room, POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT
But nothing can eclipse the proposition the gas company Is making
where he found the girl almost dead, DISEASE.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
PACKAGE
on gas ranges. Think of it. From the main
to your kitchen, the
the drug having taken effect. Hastily
100 FEEDS FOR 12 FOWLS. SEPTEMBER 23.
range is set up and ready for use. You buy the range, we do the
o
summoning a physician, the proper PRICE REFUNDED IF IT FAILS. E.
rest.
FRUITS
restoratives were administered, and WJ FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
AND
VEGETABLES.
today the girl was up and aliout as
FRESH EVEWV DAY, AT MALOY'8
SEE THE GAS MAN- - - Fourth and Gold Avenue
MEET
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
usual. To her friends, she said that
SEPTEMBER 23.
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTST
she was glad that she did not die.
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White Bed Spreads
AT

Worth $1.00
and cheap

A.

STTS
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TUESDAY. AUG. 29. 1905.
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YOU OUGHT TO SEE THESE BY
ALL MEANS

AFFORD TO MISS
THIS SALE
v4

and

yE ARE at it steadily. The winding up of the month of August New Swagger Long Coatjuits af
SJ4
and with it the summer season must be made a busy one in
xfxf
v

this store Albuaueraue's
Most PoDular
Store.
i
i
placing two irons in the fire. One is

Hundredt of pairs of new, fresh and clean Blankets are placed on sale
at the most popular prices ever known for goods of like quality. The
values are certainly tempting, and by coming here you will tea your
way clear of supplying alt your needs In that direction at a smart
saving of both time and money.
We

carry

g

cannot be found elsewhere.
Soft Cotton Blankets In White,
Grey and Tan; fancy colored borders; worth 85c pair; special, 65c.

SSC

Fancy
down.

The Sale of Bedding includes Blankets, Comfortables and Cotton Bed
Spreads. The First Display of Autumn Styles will introduce to you the
Correct Ideas in Women's Suits, Skirts and Waists. This week's showing
will give you a comprehensive idea of the styles that will be most favored
for the antumn and winter season. Step in any day this week, it will
afford us great pleasure to show you the new arrivals.

Blankets Soft as
various color combinations;- good size; special, a pair,
$1.00 and $1.48.
Robe

In

$1 and 1.$$$

Pr.

Other Splendid Values Are.
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair

90c
$1.00

75

1 OO

l

Blankets, ct, a
Blankets, at, a
Blankets, at, a

pair....
pair...,
pair....

ISO

3.50

1.23

$1.50
$1.75

1-5-

$2.00

1-7-

is

-

2-5-

2 95

3.50
3.95
4.45

,
length coat;
most excellently tailored throughout;
newest
materials; $20.00
value elsewhere. Here at
Tight-fitting-

58-nc- h

Several other styles of these very modish suits,
yiccn nu idiiv mixiurcB, rcasortaoiy priced,

I7.50, 22 so. 25
Rich,

hand-mad-

e

newest

the
1

1

-

at

black, blue, brown,

35 .00

27-50- -

Silk Shirt Waists, in black, white, and light blue
fine specimens of the tailors' art, at

.so, 12.50,

15.00, 17.50,

20-00- ,

25-o-

o

Clearance of White Wash Suits

-

93c
Clearance of Walking Skirts
4. 43

Walking Skirts of black pique,
black duck and grass linen; but a
few left; $2.50 values at
Made of Sicilians, In green and
brown; also some in light mixtures; regular price $7.50; at

1-0-

5-2-

out

oo-

In

3.93
Clearance of Cotton Skirts

unusally strong;. The assortment is quite complete and the prices have
received a trimming- that will make them move at a double-quic- k
during- the Sale. Cold nights
will soon be here. So you had better prepare. To spend your money in the dry goods store is
preferable to paying-i-t out on drugs and doctor bills. Good values throughout the entire stock.
Comforts at
1 r,7t Comforts at
73 Comforts at
2 .?." Comforts at
GOO
Comforts at
Comforts at
..S
2 4)5 Comforts at
Comforts at
7.OO
Comforts at
MS
Comforts
at
I
3 IS Comforts at .... 1 OO
Comforts at
Comforts at
Comforts
at
2 00
5 ()() Comforts at

2 15

$3.00
W.50
$4.00
W.50
$5.00
$6.00

I OO

$1-2-

UR line of Comforts

INTRODUCTORY
of New Fall Suits,
x Coats, Skirts andSale
Waists, and final clearance pricesnjill SUMMER APPAREL.

Wash Suits, with the new long
coats; also one with a short coat;
$6.00 values at

Comfort Special3

4-4-

Bed Spreads
75
89

So we are

The Great Safe of Bed Clothes
tin: othku
The First Showing of Autumn Styles

In stock Wool Blankets
up to $15.00 a pair. Better goods
than we are offering for the money
run-nin-

Qqeth fwit SaSe

TJTT

Blankets

in

nd Fringed at

Worth
and a
bargain

YOU CAN'T

Bargains

' Hemmed

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

Mdvance

Spreads

Crochet

l" 00

1-2-

Lawn Kimonos, at
Lawn Wrappers,

OS
G9

at...

Wash Petticoats, at .
Calico Wrappers, at.

50
400

K3EB

EVENING CITIZKX
Published Daily and Weekly.

the Citizen Publishing Company.
Entered at postofflce for transmission through the mails as second
class matter.
B

v

El Paso, Texas, and Trinidad, Colo.
There can be but one team entered
from each city, and In case of more
than one team the fair association
shall decide which.
All players must have resided within the city they represent on and after
August 15, 19(15, and the mavor of each
town must testify to this fact.
No players scheduled to play with
one team will be allowed to participate with any other.
The umpire will be furnished by the
fair association.
All games will be played under the
National league rules.
Each team will be required to play
with each other, and the order of playing will be ascertained by the drawing of the different managers ortaelr
representatives.
The time of drawing will be specified by the fair association later T7l ilnvo that aoxh
team plays will be arranged by the
iair association.
All entries must be made not later
than. September 1, and the names of
the players of the team shall accompany the entry application. N
Mr. Knight, during his peregrinations through the city heard many expressions of Interest In the fair at Albuquerque, and received graUfying assurance that a big excursion would be
run from this city. He says that Albuquerque is going to come up in fence
to help make the first northern New
Mexico fair a record breaker.

UNION

mjj L A B E L

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY
AUtrrinmu LMBptibes.
and County Circulation.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation.
Saavrgest Northern Arlrona Circulation.
Associated
4arsest Cll

TERMS OP SUSCHIPTION
Daily by mail, 1 year in advance $5.00
60
Dally by fnal, one month
60
Dail by earlier, 1 month
Weekly by mail, one "year .... $2.00
Th& Evening Citizen will be delivered In the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for 60 cents per
month when paid monthly.
Rates for advertising can be bad
on appli'Vion.
Subscribers will confer a favor by
notifying us immediately on any nondelivery of the paper.
should

All letters and remittances
be addressed to The Citizen Publishing Company. Drafts, checks and
Bent Her Double.
e
and express money must
for four weeks, when
be made payable to the order of the I "I knew now'ione
i typhoid
rl:
wait
kidfever
company.
ney trouble." writes Mrs. Annie and
Hunter,
OUR TELEPHONES.
of Pittsburg, Pa., "and when i got betBell, 15 ter, although 1 had one of the bent docAutomatic, 183
tors 1 could get. 1 was bent double, and
had to rest my hand on my knees
when I walked. From this terrible affliction I was rescued bv Electrlo bitSCOTT KNIGHT'S TRIP
ters, which restored my health and
strength, and now I fan walk as
straight as ever. They are simply wonTO LAS VEGAS derful."
Guaranteed to ure stomach,
liver and kidney disorders; at all drug-gist- s.
'

post-offic-

Price

j
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not

earner medicine
SALE TEN MILLION BOXES
YEAR

est

CANDY
!

1

loc
25c

mtkk'

H

si

vv

A

50c

CATHARTICj
.M

4

50c,

rrfrwfcrar

all.

s.Timtt--i srar.
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AUTO 'PHONE 451

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

s

JL

It,

A

Full Set of Teeth

Examination Free

$0.00

jxj

Tn:.;nr:t:3

.

9V
"
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HOW KING ED TELLS
EUROPE WHAT TO WEAR

wMmk:hj
w ev-

t$X-:W-

Gold

22-Kar- at

Crown
Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be
in assistance.
An additional chair
will be added to the office.

$1.00
and

Upward

Copp

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

$6.00

for

4

ior

Fillings

ROOM 12 N.

r.

ARM1JO BUILDINO

s

m

IA
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THE BIG TERRITORIAL

Wo.

Pioposals for Building Materials,
According to the Optic the etc. U. S. Indian School, Santa Fe,
N. M., August 19. 1905. Sealed pro
Advertising Agent Covered posals. Indorsed "Proposals for Build
ing Materials. Etc.," and addressed to
the undersigned at Santa Fe, N. M.,
the Town Thoroughly.
will be received at the Indian School
until 2 o'clock p. ni. of September 13,
1905, for furnishing and delivering at
MEADOW CITY TO ATTEND FAIR the school as required during the fiscal year ending June 30, 19U6, about
31,000 feet of lumber, 050 posts, 320
The Las Vegas Optic of yesterday, bushels lime, 2,200 pounds kalsowiiie,
barrels cement, 43,500 brick, 20
under glaring headlines on the front 5boxes
bushels hair, etc., as
page, very unselfishly gives Scott per listtin, 20 specifications
and
obtainable
Knight, of this city, and the twenty-flrt- h at the Bchool. Bidders will state in
annual territorial fair, the fol- their bids the proposed price of each
lowing boost:
article to be offered under contract.
The burly form and expansive coun- All articles so offered will bo subject
tenance of H. Scott Knight,
to rigid Inspection. The
la reof the terri- served to reject any and rlht
all bids, or
torial fair, were visible on the streets any part of any bid, If deemed for the
of Las Vegas at an early hour this best interests of the service. Each
morning. The gentleman and a crew bid must be accompanied by a certiof assistant w orked diligently, and be- fied check or draft upon some United
fore noon the city was fluttering with States depository or solvent national
firmly to every tele- bank, made payable to the order of the
flags attached
phone pole and building that cold be commissioner of Indian affairs, for at
utilized. The fair paper is also catchy. least 6 per cent of the amount of the
Mr. Knight says the fair this year; pioposal, which check or draft will be
will be bigger than ever. The horse forleited to the United States In case
base ball, bronco busting and any bidder or bidders receiving an
other features will also be excellent, award should fall to execute promptly
and the decorative. Illuminative and) a satisfactory contract in accordance
pyroturhnic displays will surpass any-- i with his bid; otherwise, to bo returnthing of the kind ever before at- ed to the bidder. Bids accompanied by
tempted. There 1b assurances of fine' cash In lieu of certified check will not
displays of fruit and vegetables, and be considered. For fuither information
already a large number of entries apply to C. J. Crandall,
have been made for the fleece exhibit.
Mr. Knliiht furnishes the Optic with
Low Rates to Denver. ,
the following rules for '.lie governThe Santa Fo railway has arranged
ment of the base ball tournament:
for a round trip rate of $13.85 to Denla event oi tlx or more trams par- ver on account of the !. A. Jt. meetticipating, the purse will be divided as ing in September. This rate is for
follows:
the bi netit of members of the O. A.
First prize, ?h0; second prize, $PiO; K. and their wives, as In case of the
third prize. t ': fourth prize, $u,n.
of
mtmbers
the Woman's Belief
And in ike cvi nt of any five teams Corps and Ladies
the Ci. A. K., and
or les participating, tho pursu will for numbers only. of
be divided as follows:
This rate will only be granted on
First prize, $?',U; secimj prize, f 3. o ; certilii ates Issued by the pht comthird prize, $2aii.
mander, and will not apply to t ho genHfi ntry fee will b charged.
eral public, for which a one
Entries will be. limit d to New Tor the round trip has been fare rate
Mexico, Arizona, and the cities of
,

KA
n j

KINO EDW'AHD

WORKS OFF THE FAT AND ALLOWS THE DANDIES
TO APE HIS
vbu n to.
Marienbad. Aug. 2!). King Edward fore breakfast, so
the king paces up
arrives at Marienbad on ti
and down
promenade until his set
western frontier of Austria in August one nus the
elapsed. Alter consuming
fat cure. Marienbad is the lust refuge vii
.,.1 10
nunv naru an. me morning, asof thousands of persons all over the cending us many
hills as possible. Afworld who cannot keep the rotundity ternoon and evening
are also devoted
of their books within reasonable lim- to systematic
and a plain
its by other means. King Edward fci diet is strictly exercises
enforced from beginnow a regular visitor to Marienbad, ning to end
of the cure.
for in the course of tbu year his corpOne curious feature of King Edulence becomes excessive. He always ward's annual
visit to Marienbad Is
contrives to arrive In Marienbad late the influence which
exercises on
In the afternoon.
Immediately after the fashions of Europe.it All
the young
his arrival a weighing machine is dandies of
Paris, Berlin. Vienna and
fetched from a shop kept by a charm- Budapest swarm
to Marienbad in oring young lady, Frauleiu Senft't.
der to
what tho first gentleThere are plenty of other weighing man in ascertain
the
wears. Large numn.acbli.cb in Marienbad, but the king bers of tailorsworld
and outfitters also jour-nealways grants this lady the privilege
to Marienbad to get tips for tho
of lending him her apparatus.
The coming
season.
On the secking strips naked and places himself ond day winter
or
king's visit all the
on the machine in order that his med- young dan. the
lies collected at Marienical attendant may ascertain bis exact bad appear on the
promenade in exweight at the beginning of the cure. actly the same costume
he himself
This weight, it must be added, ex- wears, with shirts, ties as
and socks of
ceed 2011 notinilsi
exactly identical color. The fashion
The cure itself begins on the fol-- set by King Kdward at Marienbad
lowing day and is continued for three thus rapidly spreads throughout
Euweeks. The king rises at. 6 a. m. and rope..
a glass of water taken from the famAt Mai i, ubad there are also to be
ous Kreuzbrunnen well is brought to found those members of English sohim by his va et while lie is dressing. ciety who are not received at court in
The king then proceeds to the public England, but who hope to attract the
promenade and drinks a second glass notice of the king amid the less forof Kreuzbrunnen water between 0:30 mal surrounding of tho Austrian waand 7.
tering place. They go to Marienbad
The promenade Is crowded with vis- us a social speculation antt some of
itors of all countries who gather them contrive to get into the royal
round t ho monarch and stare at him circle.
with extraordinary persistency. The
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
rules of the cure require every patient to walk hard for two hours bo-- SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
-

.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO,

SEPTEMBER

18, 19, 20, 21,

21

23. 1905

Watch for the Volcano
Eruption in the
SANDIAS

MOUNTAINS

Monday Night, September 18

y

1

A FEW OF THE
f.rand Stock Show
Hronco Iiusting
Horse Haclng
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Ppurts
Automobile Itace and Parade
Dascball TournauKut

MANY

OTHER ATTRACTIONS

Motor Cycle Races
(Irand Street Parades
Mineral Kxhlblts
.Montezuma liall
Spanish D.iiles Every lCvenint
1'. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits
Confetti Ilatt es

W. H. GREER, President

Marching Rands
Cowboy Uelay Iiaces

Pyrotechnic Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Hed Fire
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from S to 11

Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary

TUESDAY, AUG. 29,

ALBUQUEKQUE EVfiKINO CITIZEN.

1905.

..R IE mo

FRASER MOUNTAIN

THE ECLIPSE OF THE SUN OCCURS TOMORROW

COPPER COMPANY

N.

LAL'GHLIN

FOR

i
o

oo

August 25, at Taos, Taos county, oreurred the sale of tho property of the
lraser Msuntain Mining company,
there being sold only the property
which belonged to the company, consisting of certain mining ciaims and
Under a
certain personal property.
decree of the court William Fraser
and the heirs of John H. Wheeler, deceased, were allowed a forfeiture under their option contracts of tho most
important claims of the group, as well
as the fixtures to the realty. A large
number of people, attended the saie
and for the personal property. In the
nature of household furniture, the
bidding was extremely active.
a safe, which was sold to Alexa desk and
ander (lusdorf lor
chair, which were sold to Dr. T. P.
and an Underwood
Martin for
typewriter which was sold to Judge N.
li. I.aughlin for $41, all the property
offered for sale In accordance to tho
advertisement, was bought by Y. H.
tial eclipse In the United Stairs will The don?e shadow of the moon sweeps that line will see nothing at all of the chiidcrs in the nnme of John E.
start a few minutes hefore 'he sun ovt r this narrow belt from west to eclipse. The star on the eastern nlng.rectiver for the Monmouth Trust
rises. In some parts of the northern east with the velocity of a cannon coast of the United States, near Capo ar1 c,ai(? peposlt company, of Asbury
Charles at the mouth of Chesapeake yaTk. ,w Jersey, upon separate bids
part of the country the sun's disc will ball.
,
be
The dotted line In the lower part bay, shows the place of "lirst contact," augre'gatlng $!,(I00. The purchases
obscured.
In the larger picture
the black,' of the map marks the southern limit thai is, the place which Is the veiy ,Mi made will be lonvfyed, under an
heavy line murks the path of totality, of the eclipse. People living south, of first on earth to see the eclipse begin. n to Judge X. M. I.aughlln,
a trustee, and William Fraser and
.
will tecvey to him
Wheeler i.e-iiv.xum holdings
A MARKEr
MICH NEEDED
heard, when he brought his Winches- the Velasquez girl have signed a writh
for the vuriosei of form- at
ter into position and commanded the ten Mateniont to the effect that they
ing a p ul. out of which tho t.mounts
supposed cattle thieves to "consider will not appear in court as prosecut- Editor Citizen:
which would '.iae nen ("i.c William
ing witnesses against the boy.
themselves under arrest."
Many towns in the east have places F.w.c- - ati the Wheeler neirr if the
They did not seem to consider such
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
the gar- te.'ii.-- , of '.he option tcrtracts had
where dally or
a, thing for a minute, but immediateI have opened a general repair sTiop deners, farmers, butchers, fish men,
complied vith, v. HI be paid, as
ly opened fire on the olficer and about
South Third street, back of Wal- etc., from surrounding country, con- well as tie amounts of the judgments'
4(1 shots were exchanged
without ef- on
drug store, and solicit the trade gregate at a building or sometime on ob'.i.rcd by John E. I.i iirlng. recelv- fect. The alleged thieves expended ton's
L. H. SHOEMAKER
IeH'"taln Cop-- . '
, aga.r.st tho Fraser
a certain street and sell to the cititheir ammunition and two of them of the city.
threw up their hands and surrender There are"other WRITING IN SIGHT zens their produce fresh from their ' Ior company, and the eltvnif of the
gardens or fields.
general creditors, the two latter
ed, the other two making their escape
TYPEWRITERS,
Noticing a great many horses and class-Jbeing on the same footing,
and leaving their weapons and the But the L. C. SMITH PROS, by FAR
wagons
was adopted to avoid
country
procedure
This
Satur
from
last
wagon.
the
TABexcels them all. Then It has a
The two captured men with their ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attach- day tied to posts and trees on the the dissipation of the estate by litiga-- I
tiin,-anvacant lot north of the Alvarado
its attendant expenses, ami
arms and the wagon were taken to ment, without extra charge.
Sanconsequent
bei
ween
deterioration of the
First
the
street
the
and
Capitan from where- they were removAlger,
N. W.
solicited.
ta I'e tracks, tho thought flashed property.
ed by train to Alamogordo for safe general agent, 124 South Walter St.
through my mind, what a convenient
As soon ns the rejiort of the sale Is
keeping.
Hello, Central! 1 am in dirt from place for a market place. Heing a eonj'irmid. Judge N. H. Uaughlln will
Avent recognized the men, who
do not know who owns, this he vested as trustee with title to tho
"Well, you want stranger
cellar to garret.
escaped and will Immediately go on
hunt for them. The slaughtered steer Thornton. He Is the cleaner." With pine, nor whether It could be secur- entire property formerly operated by
the Fraser Mountain Copper compawas the property of the "W" ranch, competent help. Pi Ires rnsonable. ed for such a purpose,
soate oilier place in the central ny, and under the agreement will
and the captured men give their Has both 'phones. Oflice 510 North
part of the city for such a place, have authority to receive anil accept
names as Avaran Miller and Severa Third street.
o
whore twice or thrice weekly the peo offers for the purchase of the propPeres.
ple can get good fresh green stuff at erty.
HAY FEVER ABOLISHED
lower juices direct from the producW. P.. Childers rcec cnte.i John E.
Fiendish Suffering,
l.a'.iii'.ng. receiver for the Alonmouth
Medical Science Discovers a Cure for er.
Is ofton caused by sores, mcrrs nnd
,t
rirt Safe IVposii ceivjrany, and
The usual way these market places
that eat awny your ekln. Wm.
This Malady by Breathing Hyo-meof Flat Hock, Mich., says: "I hove
are managed is to select a superin- John S. Schofield, U. S. receiver for
used Bucklen's Arnica Salve for Ulcers.
tendent or manager of the market, the First National bank of Asbury
rvires ana vancers. It 18 the best heal-lnJudge N. B. Utughiin and A.
dressing I ver found."
Stomach dosing cannot cure hay who, in most places, other things be- Park
Soothes
and heals cut, burns and scalds;
ie. fever.
A change of climate is the ing equal, by giving the largest bid n. Renehtin ic presented William Fraat all drugKi.'f- guaranteed.
only treatment that gives any relief, for the place, and he is remunerated ser and the genera? creditors of the
and Hyomei, which medicates the by being allowed to charge each pro- company. A. D. Renehan represented
BOY SENT TO JAIL
breathe, acts upon this prin- ducer a small sum. for example 5 the Fraser Mourlalu Copper company
FOR SHOOTING LITTLE GIRL ciple, giving
in your own home a cli- cents for a one horse wagon, ten for and A. C. Twining.
mate as healthy as that ofVhe White a two horse wagon, fifteen cents for
Pleasantly Effective.
Gordon Grlest. the I.as Vega3 hoy Mountains or other health resorts.
stands.
Never In the way, no trouble to carheld to the grand Jury for the fatal
The grocer or butcher are not al
The complete Hyomei outfit costs
shooting of the Velasquez girl,
but $1. extra lottles 50 cents. J. H lowed to corner the market, only he ry, easy to take, pleasant and never
committed to the .county jail Satur- O'Rielly & Co have seen the good ef- - ing allowed to buy an amount sufflc falling In results are DeWitt's Little
day afternoon In default of the $1,0-0fects following the use of Hyomef In lent for an ordinary sized family until Early Risers. These famous little pills
bail required by the court. The lad so many cases of hay fever that they ten o'clock or after.
are a certain guarantee against headwas permitted to go home for dinner. are willing to sell the treatment with
The council, I think, would gain the ache, biliousness, torped liver and all
,lmt was returned to the jail in tho
understanding that if it does not everlasting thanks of the peojile for of the ills resulting from constipation.
Lr"'"""give satisfaction the money will be the benettts derived by framing an They tonic and strengthen the liver.
It is understood that the parents of refunded to you.
ordinance creating a market in the Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists.
,
near future.
1
Bodily pain loses Its terror if you've
N S Y LVANI AN.
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil
In the house. Instant relief In cases
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN of burns, .cuts, sprains, accidents' of
any sort.
SEPTEMBER 23.
-
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THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride in her bread an4
cake making knows the pleasure an4
satisfaction to be had by the use et
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light.
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The eclipse of the sun
morning of Wednesday, August 30,
will l)e visible in some partial stage
over most, of the United States.
The line of total eclipse will pass
far to the north in Canada. The par
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Certain Property
Under Agreement at Taos,
Taos County.

Sale
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The New Mexico Lawyers to
Gather in Albuquerque
During Fair Week.

BERGER

VI.

f

114

j

"EMPhesS.-

i

West Copper Ave.

-

,

TO

BE

ROYALLY

LNTERfAlNED

Secretary U. H. Hatuid, of the New
liar association, has Issued a
call for the annual meeting of that
association in the city of Albuquerque, September l'J and 20, which is of
specially to lawyers, and
Interest,
reads as follows:
To the Members of the Territorial
Har Association:
"lleutlemen : I beg to call your attention to our next annual meeting
to be held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 1!) and 2(, during the
week of the territorial fair. The attractions of Albuquerque will be many
at that time and cheap railroad rates
can be secured, so that we should
have a large attendance of members
We wid have
of the association.
much of importance to aileiiil to dur
lng the session and will need the co
operation of all our members.
The local committee, at Albuquer
que, is sparing no efforts to make the
meeting a success and we should all
endeavor to attend as an evidence of
appreciation of the interest shown by
them in the matter of our entertain
ment.
It you will send us the names of
any prospective members, or the
names of any who ought to become
members of the association we will
appreciate your courtesy In this mat'
ter and score you one for the ad
vancement of the association.
Again asking your attendance and
with us at the next meet
ing, I remain,
Very respectfully,
R. H. HANNA, Secretary.
Mexico

he-te- l,

d

Corr-sponden-

enn-cer-

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dra;n Laying

m&ihM

Pretty Good
Crop this year.. Uncle 8am will be
kept busy mowing down graft and
scandals. Why not help us to get
busy? Let us quote you low prices on
a good enduring plumbjng Job.

s,

He-do-

T.-ii--

i.

J.

ff

L.

Bell

Co.

122 WEST SILVER AVENUm
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.

-

air-yo-
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MONOBATrJ

HimJ A TRADE

i

""""l

MARK

Ct ockety

EX-PE-

PRINCE WALLOPS THE

STUFFING OUT OF PORTER

Will not lump up.
Beds', Stoves

Iron

BORRADAILE &

Time, Labor
and Money

X X

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

X X

X

GROSS

,

X X

AGENT CHARTER

CO.,
x x

etc.

Squares,

Ranges, Art

and

Needed About the House.

Dangerous and Uncertain.
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and
scalp diseases, DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve has no equal. It is a certain
cure for blind, bleeding, Itching and
protruding piles. It will draw the fire
out of a burn and heal without leaving
a scar. Boils, old sores, carbuncles,
etc., are quickly cured by the use of
the genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Saive. Accept no substitute as they
are often dangerous and uncertain.
Sold by all druggists.

and

Everything

OAK STEEL RANGES

117 COLD AVENUE
X

X

s

x x x

X

X

& CO

KELLY
(INCORPORATED)

ARIZONA

SHEEP MEN
DIP THEIR FLOCKS.
At the meeting of the Arizona Wool
Growers, association, in Flagstaff, a
communication was read from J. C.
Norton, territorial veterinarian,
to
the effect that sheep in the territory
had been dipped under the supervision
of government experts.
A resolution was
jiassed pledging
the members of the association to dip
all sheep this fall before December 1,
the work to be done under government supervision. Sheep will be dipped once if not affected with scab,
and twice In case they are affected.
They also pledged themselves to use
their Influence to the end that all
sheep in the territory be treated In
like manner.

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability they last longer.
any other. You are most cordially invited to examine our new

M

One-thir-

line.

.'.

"'"":l"i:V::":.

'

'& i

'

Prices in Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Pei7t?e Lean

Old stoves taken

had just brought in the following
dispatch from the seat of war: "Ten
war ships and 5,000 officers and men,
lost at sea; six battles, and 100,000
officers and men lost on Ia.nd."
the
After reading this dispatch,
princes shown in the cartoon shout-el- :
"Waiter, bring some more eham- paif-'ii!-

"

His highness sent for the hall porter, and when Mocller entered hU
room he quickly locked the door be-

CASINO

at

a

FURNITURE

THE McBRAIN

First Class Boarding Stable.
Having recently purchased the Ford
Pros, business, it Is my Intention to
continue to run a first class livery and
boarding stable. Hoarding horses will
receive the most careful attention and
the best of help will be employed.
W. J. PATTERSON.
Successor to Ford Pros.
C ATTIC

GROCERS

WHOLESALE

PENINSULAR RANGE

III

CO.,

205

ToyicuiT

''ROSE OF ANVERGNE" and a
"MYSTERIOUS

Gold

ALBUQUERQUE

Ave.

CASINO

!1.

Aug.

A

'

Bolthoff

Mfg. and Supply Co

THURSDAY

d

&

The

Pioneer Machinery

House of the West

s,
Steam, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mine and Smelter
Engine, Boilert, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, Saw
and Machinists'
Machinery, and Engineers'
Mills,
Tools and Supplies. Western agents for The American Radiator Co.
Special Catalogues on Application.
Sun-plie-

Wood-Workin-

g

I62M639 Seventeenth Street,

DENVER,

COLORADO

y

-

Mix-lle-

c

s

CASINO

CASINO

C. BALDRIDGE
J.NATIIC
LUMBER
AND CHICAGO

- WILLIAMS
SHERMAN
PAINT - Covers more,
look be ft, wear long
est, mott economical,
full measure.

rintr street

amo

coal ave.

BUILDING PAPER Always In stock. Plaster,
Lime, Cement, Paint,

Class, Sash, Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE.

M. M.

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building Soppue
SCREEN DOORS
Eoth Phones.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

2d and

K
M

M

LAS VEGAS

AND

The Hendrie

MESSAGE"

hind the asjoftished domestic. Seiz-- '
ing Mocller the prince threw him violently to the door, belabored the pros-- ,
"FERNANDA" With 'he following Specialties:
trate man's face with bis fists, kicked, "IN TJIK SHAliK OF THE Ol.I) AI'I'MC TUKi:"
Gertruile llnlcheson
h in. stumped on him, beat him with
TO ('AM. THICK M INK" Duet
Taylor and Hutcheson
a pokir and violently pitched him out' "l.OYK'S
SHAItK" Sun
Kitty Nieo
,,f the room more dead than alive.
Mueller sustained dangerous and
ZO BO BAND
nianent Injuries.
police at fiist took no action TAVI.OU
HfKOKS
NICK
THOIIN'K
whatever against the prince. This
caused such great indignation that the
NEW MOVING PICTURES
police took proceedings against the
prince for creating a public disturb-lamilwhich
aM e a much milder offense,
MATINEE SUNDAY
comes from the district court Instead
The. district
of the criminal court.
court sentenced the prince to jiay a'

hotel porter
'named Mocilcr, loiuuiiy employed atWilli MOUNTtD POLICE the Hotel Eurojie. at Dres.lcn. iris adan appeal to the emperor of
DECLINE TO SURRENDER WHEN Russia for compensation tor ihe in- COMMANDED,
BUT OPEN FIRE juries which Prince l.eou Kotcbonbey
of Russia, inflicted on him in Nove-m-AND KEEP IT UP TILL AMMUNItier, lltul.
1'iiiiee I. eon Katchoubey
TION IS EXHAUSTED.
is a relative of the Husskm imperial
ajid also
closely connected
Fort Stanton, N. M., Aug. 2H Private Avent of the New Mexico mount- with t!:iczar through his marriage
exed police, had a rather exciting
with Duchess Dorothea, of I.em hteiiperience about three miles west of berg.
Coaiora yesterday.
Prince I.eon Kotclioubey was stay- - line of $200.
J
Avent had bet n for several days Ing at the Hotel Europe in Dresden.
.Mocller then brought a civil action
message
hall
down to the
on ihe lookout for cattle thiexes and and suit a
anainst the prince, claiming an
n
in scuutiiig annuel he noticed a s!e,-from his assail-er- s
that he desired some newspap- - n m :i pension of
in
to read. The hall po.tir seied ant as compensation for the injuries
tile distance. He
tied to a tree
to bear on the first bundle of newspapers which indicted. The case was tried before
)., neht hi- - field glasses
upstairs with- - the third civil court at Dresden, and
the jiiiti.tii
il in a;t for those be found, and sent tlu-out looking to see what they wire, the Russian inince was sentenced to
who hail ti. .1 it no.
Alter waP'tig for some hours he The bundle of newspapers included jiay bis victim an annual allowance of
spied four men going toward the the
comic
illustrated paper, $:;oo as long as
lives.
steer, three of them on horses and 'Simpliclssimiis," that contained a Prince l.eon Kotchoubey, however,
s
In
wagon.
grand
duke
Germany
They
set
foot
has not
one driving a
since the
iiroceeded artoon aimed at Russian
to daughter the beef, when Avent and jiriuces in general. The cartoon assault, and Moeller has no means of
carefully made his way toward t lie showed a group of Russian j.rliices enforelns payment so long as his
is safely across the Russian
scene, keeping himself concealed in sitting in a di inking saloon In the highnc-the weeds until near enough to be company jf fast women. A messen-f- i out ier.
He

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS

fair valuation.

i

THIEVES BATTLE

M

;

Maquttte
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Dlncoln coim'T
the territory.

LOCAL AND

X Mtirh

PERSONAL

opposite corners of

ChadwU U A C v. s In U commission
merchants, v ill furnish a car load of
fine Anuricm M' rim. biicka for the
live ftoek o.lw.'it a' t ho territorial
fair. This is ( uly one of about a dog-esheep tvvi 'i;U rlriady promised
for this department of the fair.
N. E. Ki tn lift t. of the First National hank, left last night for an exHe will Join
tended eastern trip.
Mrs. Keiimiwr at Pittsburg, Pa.,
where she ha.-- been spending the summer and tocetl er they will visit New
York,- Phllail' Ip'tia mid other points.
President W. H. (ireer, of the Albuquerque Tra' t n company, accompanied by Mr-- , ilieer and Mrs. M. O.
ChadbouriH', wl.o have been on a trip
through the tioithwest, returned home
last night. Wi, le away the party vis- Jted the Lewi.-- and Clark exposition.
Portland, Stifle, Victoria, Spokane
and other poll. is and report a most
enjoyable lime.
A. Staab, tin' retired Santa Fe merhome this morning
chant, retnn.i
after havlni: H'.'iit several days in the
city on bitsim s. Mr. Staab's new
brick business block on Railroad ave
nue, whlci wil be occunied hv Al
bert Fa her. ! ie carpet merchant,
when compb'trd. Is rapidly
taking
form and will be completed by early
rail. The lower floor of it will make
one of the in st Ftorc rooms In the
city.
r onis at the Alvara- The lndii.-trido curio havi nil clevetly converted
into a very i.t'iacii'. e t.x'iie. A por- ti'Jil of the Partition fttiaiatlna the
working Imliat s from the main room
has been n mined and green and nar- clied desert weeds furnish a screen
over eampfire placed near the stoop- ne iicnt or
"i
i.i.ii:k'' w ea
;hf3 fire slinw;; ep red and lurid and
I
i
ids much
the el eli.intiiient tit
the unique r.i "uuudlng3.
Phil Sheriilan iiost No. 17. of Las
Cruces. Is tnUlnir nn nctlvo nnrt In
the campaign begun by the people of
Dona Ana coimtv to advertlHo f.nu
Cruces an the fertile Mesilla valley.
a pamphlet or more than a dozen
pages issued by the nost has reached
this office. It contains reading matter on the advantages of the country
and cuts of some of the pretty places
In the Mesilla valley, and is addressed "Homes for the Homeless, to Our
,
Comrades."
n

WEATHER INDICATIONS,

314 WEST RAILROAD AVE.lT

Partly cloudy tonight
..Weather:
and weanesa.iy with local thunder- showers in east portion.
ARRIVAL

Boy's

No 1, from the
No. 7, from the
No. 8, rrom me
No. 2, from the

Shoes
This shoe it out of the ordinary run. It hat been made to
our own specification! to supply
the boy who Is extra hard on
hoes. It Is particularly strong
at the points where most of the
wear comes.

la

4TT

-

8'2 to 12

2,

to

- I.GO

2 -

12'a to

?5.

f.40

-

1.75

OF TRAINS.

The soles are of heavy oak,
tanned leather; the vamps are
cut full length and have an extra row of stitching to pevent
ripping; the counter Is made of
sole leather, in one piece, and
keeps the shoes from running
over the heels; the uppers are
of full stock, Box Calf.
This shoe looks sylish, wears
well and will please your boy.

,

east, 7:30 p. m.
east, 10:30 p. m.
west, 0:45 p. m.
west, 7:65 a. m.

-

That Insurance Company.
They've altered things a lot, I wls- -I
haven't heard Just how;
I've been away so, teil me this:
Who sets the rake off now?
Courier-Journal-

Meclinnlp

.

Mister
Hicks and
leititiit'ii t l.i morning from a
pleasure trip to Cu Uoiuia.
Mrs. V. n. Hailcliffe, of Helen, pass
eil through the city this morning ru
route to Willard on the Santa Fe Central.
Thomas WrCmlcy, of McCan'.ey &
Co., real
and insurance agents,
mi sns,
a
of
in the city on
business.
S.mta Fe Wctcl. ln?;iei1or Arthur
Everilt was a iu:miigir north this
morning, lit expects tu return to the
city loniL'Iu.
The C. Colombo society is making
fur its annual picnic.
arrauKements
' ne
affair will bo given at Baielas
grove September 17.
Regular meeting of Albuu.uern.ue
No. 4, I. O. O. F., this evening.
Members are requested to at
tend. O. S. PUsbury, scribe.
sa
Frank Derrick, of the Cut-Ofloon at Belen, Is in the city to visit
Mrs. Derrick, who conducts the Elite
rooming house on Sliver avenue.
David Iiittner, of the firm of nit
& Starum,
returned last night
from a trip to the Portland exposition.
He was accompanied by his son, Claywife

I. C

.h

I.)-- .

vis-i'c-

f

WW

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
Are those that havp stool t'.ie test
of practical eiporieuce. In tliis respect t'ie srvpris we k11 nre Above
even iae bitatli of suspicion. No
brand that la at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store,
l'atrous favoring us with their orders
g
ran depend on us absolutely for
the best in quality, the
best in flavor and the best in nutrition.
,
furn-tnshlc-

F. F. TROTTER
y:ofYiiisT

aim j pgj$ U?

Not. 118 and

120

Souta Second St.

Finislilott Fall
House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Milligan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find it most satisfactory, inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First Street and Marquette

Office of Osternioor & Co., New York, Aug. 22, 195.
Sons, Albuquerque, N. M.
Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, your favor of the 17th,
ordering fifty "Ostermoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries
O. W. Strong's

with it exclusive sale for your city.
The twenty mattresses ordered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not include this twenty in
your order for the fltty. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
it means that we must refuse to silip any other ordeis from Albuquerque.
We shall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very truly yours,
OSTERMOOrt
CO.

O. W.
Furniture

ton.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bottger, of Old
Albuquerque, luft last night on a
They
pleasure trip to Mexico City.
expe. to be absent from the city a

month.
Ralph Hallornn. geneial iigent for
tno Now Y'irk Life li'sn'aiicc company, expocn to leave tomorrow moru-ln- j
for Denver, wl.ete lie ii called on
busit.esj.
..nen Waas, proprie tor of the Leader core, left this morning for Chicago on a goods buying pilgrimage. Mr.
Waas expects to be absent from the
clt yat least ten days.
of tea!-- i for "York
Th' advance
State Folks" at Elks' theater on
Thursday night opened at Maison's
at o't.ock this morning, and every
liid;ciuhii i:alls for a fu':l hoitse.
P. F. McCanna, the insurance man"
and superintendent of the trades display parade of the territorial fair, Is
expected home this etr.lr.g from an
extended usints s and rk'asure trip
In the east.
Captain John F. Fuller, of the territorial mounted police, spent yesterday In the city and went to Santa Fe
lias morniim. His command of rangers are covering the whole territory
just at present cleaning out cattle and
While one squad is
sheep rustlers.
working over in the San Juan country,
another is doing some good work in
1

1

Are your boys and girls properly
shod for their walk to and from
school? If not, let us remind you of
the fact that we carry as complete
and upto date a line of reliable shoes
as you can find anywhere, and are
able to supply your wants at a moment's notice. Prices are as low as
C.
is consistent with good quality.
May's shoe store, 3H West Railroad
avenue.

IK
IS

Send your boy back to hit studies In new clothes. Helps out a lot,
gives a sense of "something doing," quite different from the "go
as you please" vacation feeling. We are already, too.

GUARANTEED
r

Pure and Healthful
1

al

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the new.
TO THE PUBLIC

The official fair program privilege
was this year awarded to Solomon S.
Pearisteln and E'lwood Albright.
No other program will be permitted
to be distributed
within the fair
grounds or grand stand, and as the
fair association receives a direct benefit from the sale of these privileges,
they consider It the duty of all merchants to support the official program.
W. II . GREER, President.
"York State Folks."
Plays of rural village life have been

numerous in recent seasons, and have
had varying success, the best of them
achieving wide and sustaining popu-lar- l
y. In no instance, however, has
the verdict of the critics been more
unanimous than' in the case of Arthur
play,
Sidman's charming pastoral
"York State Folks," which proved to
be the last four seasons' greatest success. The universal opinion 4ias been
that there Is less exaggeration of
country types In "York State Folks"
than in any of the other productions,
and that has perhaps been the chief
reason for Its phenomenal success. It
Is a simple bfory of village life with
all the inteex! and humor of reality
the
reln'ned 'r.taet. and t.otal le
lack of artificiality wh!eii Is characteristic i'f th.. "barn yard" drama.
"York State Folks" is a pure and
whlesome play and one that will appeal to the theater goers and

ter goers alike. It Is so clean and
restful that those w.o see It once,
want to see It again; it Is a play that
grows on one; the more one sees it

A

IVES, THE FLORIST.

ALBUQUERQUE

Iron and Bran Castingsi Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cant Shaft In ptj Pulleys, Grade
Ban, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Front! for Buildings. J J Jt
jt jt

jt

REPAIRS

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE

WORKS, R. P.

HALL Proo.

M1NIN6 AND

ON

MACHINERY

MILL

SPECIALTY.
Fouadry East Side of Railroad Track
A

ALBUQUEBQUE,

NLW

y

"
x

Auto Phone, 328.
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A

COMING.
KNIGHT'S
SUN. SEPTEMBER 23.

Successors to Edwards
MEXICO

Beth

&

WAISTS

counter heaping over with the
75 cent quality at

50c

Any waist in the house,
8

wnite8 wort

exclud-regula-

r

"P to 90 cents

50c

Lh

complete new line of Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on sale

SIMON STERN

WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

Just received by express, a new
shipment of childrens' hats at The
Economist.

000

00 0

Heating
Hot
Water
and
Steam
'
BEATIFUL GOODS Displayed
Call and Examine the

In Our Sample Rooms

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
....WRITE

FOR PRICES....

Largest Stock in the Southwest
1 13-- 1

1S-- 1

17 South First

401 - 403 North

Street

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

The ClarkvlUe coal we sell princithe Father of His Country,
dm a reputation second to none, and
you know, If you've tried it, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
Quafrom Impurities, Its
lities and our fairness aa to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2.CO0 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also baadle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-

any
are
and
our

Colorado Fbon

197

CHAS. F. MYERS

.

307 West Railroad Avenue.
'Phones.
Oav or Night

Flrt Street
1

111

&

....Matteucci.

ling.

John S. Beaven

Call at No. 624 West TIJeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

C2Qe

Proprietors

-

Wm. McINTOSH

HARDWARE

Automata Pbon iss

RETAIL,

BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY

Ths White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer "Is the Best Made."

Five minutes to freeze.

Ice Chests and

Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
Refrigerators, most serviceable, durable and most economical.
Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet.
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
"selling at wonderfully low prices."
moderately priced.
"VYE WANT to

talk shirts to ycu. We have received
a full and complete assortment of R. L. McDonald
& Co-'- i celebrated shirts. They arc sewed with linen
thread with double felled seams, shaped shoulders, full cut
in every particular. We want to show you what a strong
durable shirt we can tell you for 50 cents.
We have others at 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up to $300.
Call and see the best line on the market.
Yours truly,
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

I

Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
GOODS A 8PECIALTY.

SOME THINGS YOU WILL NEED
I

mm

free-burnin- g

WHOLESALE

Fuenr,

m

P. Lommori,

pally, like

3F gSS
II

ft

PANTS

Both phones.

i

Undertaking Company,

Special Mother's Friend

MIDNIGHT

M

The Fuchr

Each

2

Special Knee

Fresh Cut Flowers.

XIIXIZIIIIIIIXZ2ZS
S. S. PEARLST1NE

$6-0-

Every garment to meet your highest expectation of superior

the more he will like It.
"York State Folks" will be presented at the Elks' opera house Thursday
t ening.
We aim to please both eye and palate. lok out for first shipment of
Flame Tokay grapes. Size, flavor and
Esmeralda
beauty unsurpassable.
green label on all W. Jenks' fruit, for
sale at Jaffa Grocery company and A.
J. Maloy.
New Walking Hats, just in by express, at The Economist.

gjjjyM
2122 South Second street.

to

non-thea-

Specialty

M

$32

BAVU THB GOUFMJINS.

1

A

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

A spic, span fresh line, of new all wool suits In fancy
casslmeres
and cheviots, In many different fall shapes have Just arrived and
been placed on sale at from

25 Ounces for 25 cents

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

S

Boy's New Fall Suits

by eminent ebemlnu and

demonstrates

phTHictanft, who testlff that food prepared
with It li absolutoly free from rocbella salts,
lima, alum and ammonia.

I

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamond to you at
time. They are an tavaimaot, and a food investment at the prices we
seUlng them. VFt have some exquisite Diasnond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Sltida, and we see reaOy selling them very, very cheap. Take a took in
store and price them.

Installment

Most Time for the School
Bells to Ring Once More

Baking Powder

DIAMONDS

STRONG'S SONS
cms

Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

TUESDAY, AUG. 29, 1905.

PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
LARGE OR SMALL PURCHASE

FRESH CLEAN STOCK
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT

0mm
1

V

4

DEERING
MOWERS.

REPAIRS.
BINDERS.
HAY RAKES.

REAPERS.
Write or Call,
and Get Prices.

EI1B3

COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.
AMMUNITION.

STUDEBAKER
BUGGIES,
CARRIAGES

and
WAGONS.
V

215 West Railroad Avenue

c0...(n.

Albuquerque, Ntw Mexico

